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Milk Teeth
by Jessica Andrews
She grew up in the age of beauty as self-destruction, of hip bones and
heroin chic. She watched Victoria Beckham shrink into her seat at the
World Cup and traced the curve of Kate Moss’ thighs in her gold lurex
Glastonbury minidress. She did not dream of becoming a lawyer or
barrister, but of becoming small. Of creating a body that would be her
currency in the world.
A few years later, in South London, she meets a man who is not like
the others. A man who opens up space and encourages her to fill it.
Their relationship is nothing like the ones she’s been in before, and
when he asks her to move to Barcelona she says yes. She begins to
imagine herself belonging instead of just existing. But can she allow herself to want something and hold
onto it, rather than letting it drift away?
Milk Teeth is the new novel from the 2020 Portico Prize-winning author of Saltwater. It is about the power
of articulation and understanding what you want. It is about the joy and the terror of inhabiting a body, and
a search for a way to live in a body that feels like it belongs to you. And it is about love – who deserves it
and, once you find it, how to live with it.
JESSICA ANDREWS grew up in Sunderland and has spent time living in Santa Cruz, Paris, Donegal,
Barcelona and London. She has been published by the Independent, Somesuch Stories, AnOther, Caught
by the River, Shabby Doll House and Papaya Press, among others. She teaches Literature and Creative
Writing classes and co-runs literary magazine The Grapevine, which aims to give a platform to underrepresented writers.
UK publication date: Sceptre – July 2022
Praise for previous title, Saltwater:
✦ Winner of the Portico Prize 2020 ✦
‘Andrews’s writing is transportingly voluptuous, conjuring tastes and smells and sounds like her literary
godmother, Edna O’Brien . . . What makes her novel sing is its universal themes: how a young woman tries
to make sense of her world, and how she grows up.’ – The New York Times Book Review
‘A book of breathtaking beauty. Saltwater is a visionary novel with prose that gets deep under your skin. The
short, sharp chapters thrum with life. Andrews is a major new voice in contemporary British fiction.’
– Observer
‘Fluid, crisp and bracing. Quietly experimental in form – short numbered snippets that recall the writing of
Maggie Nelson and Jenny Offill… Saltwater is uniquely its own: a love note to a mother, a bildungsroman,
a young woman on the cusp of new adventures and a more considered way of living.’ – Irish Times
‘Jessica Andrews’ debut novel shimmers with promise: it’s one of those books where, from the first pages,
you’re grabbed by a distinctive new voice.’ – Independent
Rights sales for previous title, Saltwater: UK (Sceptre), US (Farrar, Straus & Giroux), France (Les
Escales), Germany (Hoffmann & Campe), Greece (Patakis Publications), Italy (NN Editore), Spain (Seix
Barral). Japanese co-agent: Japan Uni.
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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The Women of Troy
By Pat Barker
✦ The instant number one Sunday Times bestseller ✦
Troy has fallen. The Greeks have won their bitter war. They can
return home victors, loaded with their spoils: their stolen gold, stolen
weapons, stolen women. All they need is a good wind to lift their sails.
But the wind does not come. The gods are offended – the body of
Priam lies desecrated, unburied – and so the victors remain in limbo,
camped in the shadow of the city they destroyed, pacing at the edge
of an unobliging sea. And, in these empty, restless days, the coalition
that held them together begins to fray, old feuds resurface and
suspicions fester.
Largely unnoticed by her squabbling captors, Briseis remains in the Greek encampment. She forges alliances
where she can – with young, rebellious Amina, with defiant, aged Hecuba, with Calchus, the disgraced priest
– and begins to see the path to a kind of revenge. Briseis has survived the Trojan War, but peacetime may
turn out to be even more dangerous…
PAT BARKER is the author of 13 novels and has won the Booker Prize for Fiction, the Fawcett Society
Book Prize, and the Guardian Fiction Prize. She was awarded a CBE in 2000.
UK publication date: Hamish Hamilton – 26th August 2021
Praise for The Women of Troy:
‘Vintage Barker: challenging, stimulating, and profoundly satisfying.’ – Kirkus, starred review
‘In a novel filled with names from legend, Briseis stands tall as a heroine: brave, smart and loyal. The author
makes strategic use of anachronistic language (“living in the real world,” “keep a low profile”) to illuminate
characters living at the dawn of myth. Barker’s latest is a wonder.’ – Publishers Weekly
‘Readers turn to Barker’s novels for their plain truths and clear-eyed sense of our history and creation
stories. But the sombre clarity of her writing is offset by a luminous wisdom.’ – Sunday Times
‘Barker has always looked on the world with the combination of a cold eye and a sympathetic understanding.
Her characterisation is sharp, her sympathy deep.’ – ipaper
Rights sales for The Women of Troy: UK (Hamish Hamilton), US (Doubleday), Arabic (Aserelkotob),
Brazil (under offer), France (Charleston), Italy (Stile Libero), Japan (Hayakawa), Lithuania (Baltos Lankos),
Netherlands (Ambo Anthos), Portugal (Quetzal), Romania (Pandora), Spain (Siruela), Taiwan (China
Times), Turkey (Ithaki)
Rights sales for previous title, The Silence of the Girls: UK (Hamish Hamilton), US (Doubleday),
Arabic (Aserelkotob), Brazil (under offer) Bulgaria (Labyrinth), China (Shanghai Elegant People Book),
Czech Republic (Vysehrad), Greece (Aiora), France (Charleston), Germany (MVG), Indonesia (PT
Gramedia), Italy (Stile Libero), Japan (Hayakawa), Korea (Sam & Parkers), Lithuania (Baltos Lankos),
Netherlands (Ambo Anthos), Portugal (Quetzal), Romania (Pandora), Russia (Eksmo), Serbia (Laguna),
Spain (Siruela), Sweden (Albert Bonniers), Taiwan (China Times), Turkey (Yabanci); Film/TV rights:
optioned by Element Films/BBC Films
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Outro
by Stephanie Bishop
Lucie Blackwood, an acclaimed novelist living in London, has been
awarded a major literary prize which she must collect at a ceremony in
New York. She tacks the trip on to the end of a cruise she has already
booked to celebrate her wedding anniversary. Her much older husband
Patrick, a filmmaker, is burnt out, disillusioned and reluctant to travel but
Lucie convinces him that a break from it all might be just the thing he
needs.
On the cruise, they rediscover the physical desire that first sparked their
relationship many years ago, when Lucie was just a student and Patrick
her beguiling, maverick professor. But when a storm hits and Patrick
drowns, the search for his body—and for something like the truth—
begins.
Dark, compulsive and often very wry, Outro is that rare beast: a literary novel, exquisitely written, with the
pulse of an addictive plot—Lisa Halliday’s Asymmetry meets Gillian Flynn’s Gone Girl. Like the work of its
narrator, it is also a novel of ideas: how legible, in the mind of the writer, is the line between what is life
and what is story? How do we refuse the people we desire? What is the cost, to ourselves, to others and to
our art, if we don’t?
STEPHANIE BISHOP is the author of The Other Side of the World, named Literary Fiction Book of the Year
at the Australian Book Industry Awards 2016 and winner of The Readings Prize for New Australian Fiction
2015. It was also shortlisted for the Victorian Premier’s Literary Awards, The Indie Book Awards and the
NSW Premier’s Literary Awards as well as being longlisted for the 2016 Stella Prize. Her next novel, Man
Out of Time, was also longlisted for the Stella Prize, and shortlisted for the Christina Stead Prize for fiction.
She holds a PhD from Cambridge and is currently a Senior Lecturer in Creative Writing at the University
of New South Wales. In 2017, she was a Visiting Scholar at Oxford University’s Centre for Life Writing.
Her criticism has appeared in the London Review of Books, the TLS and the Sydney Review of Books.
UK publication date: W&N – Spring 2023
Praise for Stephanie Bishop:

The Other Side of the World:
♦ Winner of the Readings Prize for New Australian Fiction and Literary Fiction Book of the
Year at the Australian Book Industry Awards, shortlisted for the Victorian Premier’s Literary
Awards, the NSW Premier’s Literary Awards, and the Indie Book Awards ♦
Man Out of Time:
♦ Longlisted for The Stella Prize and shortlisted for the Christina Stead Prize for Fiction ♦

‘A stunning writer... her attention to detail makes each scene visceral.’ – New York Times
‘An insightful, exquisitely observed novel... deserves to make many a book prize shortlist.’ – Observer
‘Magnificent imagery and an attunement to the music of the novel’s landscapes overlay its exploration of
the impact of migration, place and displacement. [...] the precision and flair of the writing is breathtaking.’
– The Australian
Rights sales for Outro: UK (W&N), Australia (Hachette), Germany (DTV), Italy (Marsilio), Romania
(Trei)
Agent: Emma Paterson
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Assembly
by Natasha Brown
♦ An Observer debut novelist of 2021 ♦
Blistering and unignorable, exhilarating and fearless, a debut
literary novel from an astonishing new talent in British fiction,
for fans of Claudia Rankine, Jenny Offill and Bernardine
Evaristo
Come of age in the credit crunch. Be civil in a hostile environment.
Step out into a world of Go Home vans. Go to Oxbridge, get an
education, start a career. Do all the right things. Buy a flat. Buy art.
Buy a sort of happiness. But above all, keep your head down. Keep
quiet. And keep going.
The narrator of Assembly is a Black British woman. She is preparing to attend a lavish garden party at her
boyfriend’s family estate, set deep in the English countryside. At the same time, she is considering the
carefully assembled pieces of herself. As the minutes tick down and the future beckons, she can’t escape
the question: is it time to take it all apart?
Assembly is a story about the stories we live within – those of race and class, safety and freedom, winners
and losers. And it is about one woman daring to take control of her own story, even at the cost of her life.
NATASHA BROWN has spent a decade working in financial services, after studying Maths at Cambridge
University. She developed Assembly after receiving a 2019 London Writers Award in the literary fiction
category.
UK publication date: Hamish Hamilton – 3rd June 2021
Praise for Assembly:
‘Virtuosic… Assembly fulfils, with exquisite precision, Virginia Woolf’s exhortation to “record the atoms as
they fall upon the mind in the order in which they fall”… Assembly feels achingly unique…the kind of novel
we might have got if Woolf had collaborated with Fanon.’ – Sara Collins, Guardian
‘A body blow of a book. Assembly is extraordinary, each word weighed, each detail meticulously crafted.’
– The Times
‘Across 100 lean pages, Brown deftly handles a gigantic literary heritage… Her style rivals the best
contemporary modernists.’ – Telegraph
‘I’m full of the hope, on reading it, that this is the kind of book that doesn’t just mark the moment things
change, but also makes that change possible.’ – Ali Smith, Guardian
‘A debut novel as slender and deadly as an adder.’ – Los Angeles Times
Rights sales for Assembly: UK (Hamish Hamilton), US (Little, Brown), Arabic (Fawasel), Brazil (Alaude),
Catalan (L’Altra), Denmark (Gyldendal), France (Grasset), Germany (Suhrkamp), Greece (Dardanos), Italy
(Guanda), Netherlands (De Geus), Norway (Cappelen Damm), Portugal (Porto), Spain (Anagrama),
Sweden (Wahlström & Widstrands), Taiwan (Chi Ming), Turkey (Ayrinti). Japanese co-agent: The English
Agency
Agent: Emma Paterson
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Snow Country
by Sebastian Faulks
♦ A Sunday Times bestseller ♦
1914
Young Anton Heideck has arrived in Vienna, eager to make his name
as a journalist. While working part-time as a private tutor, he
encounters Delphine, a woman who mixes startling candour with
deep reserve. Entranced by the light of first love, Anton feels himself
blessed. Until his country declares war on hers.
1927
For Lena, life with a drunken mother in a small town has been
impoverished and cold. She is convinced she can amount to nothing
until a young lawyer, Rudolf Plischke, spirits her away to Vienna. But
the capital proves unforgiving. Lena leaves her metropolitan dream behind to take a menial job at the snowbound sanatorium, the Schloss Seeblick.
1933
Still struggling to come terms with the loss of so many friends on the Eastern Front, Anton, now an
established writer, is commissioned by a magazine to visit the mysterious Schloss Seeblick. In this place of
healing, on the banks of a silvery lake, where the depths of human suffering and the chances of redemption
are explored, two people will see each other as if for the first time.
Sweeping across Europe as it recovers from one war and hides its face from the coming of another, Snow
Country is a landmark novel of exquisite yearnings, dreams of youth and the sanctity of hope. In elegant,
shimmering prose, Sebastian Faulks has produced a work of timeless resonance.
SEBASTIAN FAULKS’s books include A Possible Life, Human Traces, On Green Dolphin Street, Engleby,
Birdsong, A Week in December and Where My Heart Used to Beat.
UK publication date: Hutchinson – 2nd September 2021
Praise for Snow Country:
‘A fine and profoundly intelligent novel, written by an author who balances big ideas with human emotion.
Wistful, yearning and wise.’ – Elizabeth Day
‘Faulks’s most poignant love story yet.’ – Antony Beevor, author of Stalingrad
‘A yearning, wistful, lovelorn novel, intent on exploring the price of being human.’ – Sunday Times
‘An ambitious work, spanning decades and continents… Faulks on his best form.’ – Telegraph
‘Fascinating… impeccably researched… At the heart of this rich, dark story, however, is not politics but
psychology. Specifically, the early 20th century’s conflicting theories of the mind…. Faulks’s committed
fans will be left looking forward to the next instalment of this thought-provoking trilogy.’ – The Times
Rights sales for Snow Country: UK (Hutchinson), Greece (Klidarithmos), Romania (Litera)
Rights sales for previous title, Paris Echo: UK (Hutchinson), US (Holt), Greece (Klidarithmos), Italy
(Neri Pozza), Lithuania (Jotema), Russia (Sindbad). Japanese co-agent: Japan Uni
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Iron Curtain
by Vesna Goldsworthy
Two worlds on the brink of change in a love story doomed to
end in disaster
Milena is a Red Princess living in a Soviet Satellite state in the 1980s.
She enjoys limitless luxury and limited freedom; the end of the Cold
War seems unimaginable.
When she meets Jason, a confident British poet, Milena is appalled by
his political naivety and his poor choice of footwear. Still, they fall into
bed together, and before long Milena is secretly planning to defect to
Britain.
1980s London defies her privileged expectations. The rented flat is
grim and the food is disgusting, but she is with the man she loves and there are no hidden cameras to record
her every move. But then Milena discovers that Jason’s idea of freedom hurts even more...
With sharp wit and tender precision, Vesna Goldsworthy unpicks the failures of family and state. Iron Curtain
is a sly, elegant human drama that challenges the myths we tell ourselves.
VESNA GOLDSWORTHY was born in Belgrade in 1961 and has lived in London since 1986. She writes
in English, her third language. Her books include an internationally bestselling memoir, Chernobyl
Strawberries, and novels Gorsky and Monsieur Ka. A former BBC World Service journalist, she is currently
professor in creative writing at the University of Exeter and at UEA.
Publication date: Chatto & Windus – 10th February 2022
Praise for Iron Curtain:
‘Vesna Goldsworthy’s masterly novel interrogates the very notions of character and narrative and fate, while
offering the most scintillating example of how a story can and should be made from them.’ – Rachel Cusk
‘A wonderful, perfectly-pitched novel – full of delightful intrigue and wry insight about the human
predicament and its unique tensions.’ – William Boyd
‘Vesna Goldsworthy writes so well! The barbed precision of her glittering high naturalism gives the story
an almost dreamlike intensity. The end, when the dream of love and freedom turns sour, is shattering.’
– Michael Frayn
‘This is one of the best books I have read this century: a novel about passion and distrust in a marriage
doomed by politics, written with searing intensity, wit and suspensefulness.’ – Amanda Craig
Rights sales for Iron Curtain: UK (Chatto & Windus), US (Norton), Romania (Humanitas), Serbia
(Geopoetika). Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori
Rights sales for previous title, Gorsky: UK (Chatto & Windus), US (Overlook Press), Bulgaria
(Obsidian), Catalan (Angle Editorial), Germany (Zsolnay Verlag), Netherlands (Meridiaan Uitgevers), Italy
(Mondadori), Poland (Proszynski i S-ka), Romania (Humanitas), Serbia (Geopoetika), Spain (Edhasa),
Sweden (Massolit Forlag)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Diary of a Film
by Niven Govinden
An auteur, together with his lead actors, is at a prestigious European
festival to premier his latest film.
Alone one morning at a backstreet café, he strikes up a conversation with
a local woman who takes him on a walk to uncover the city’s secrets,
historic and personal. As the walk unwinds, a story of love and tragedy
emerges, and he begins to see the chance meeting as fate. He is entranced,
wholly clear in his mind: her story must surely form the basis for his next
film.
This is a novel about the sometimes troubled, sometimes ecstatic creative
process, and the toll it takes on its makers. But it is also a novel about
stories, and the ongoing question of who has the right to tell them.
NIVEN GOVINDEN is the author of five previous novels, most recently This Brutal House, which was
longlisted for the Jhalak Prize and shortlisted for the 2019 Gordon Burn Prize and 2020 and Polari Prize.
UK publication date: Dialogue Books – 18th February 2021
Praise for Diary of a Film:
‘A beautiful, poignant novel of love and longing… Govinden lands on a perfect tone here for ruminating
on the perils and consolations of creating art. His book is about putting work into the world and waiting
for the splash, or set of ripples, it might cause, but it’s also about the responsibility any retelling owes to its
source, and the often-unheeded problems with plundering a story that isn’t yours.’ – Daily Telegraph, 5* review
‘[Echoes of] Cesare Pavese and Natalia Ginzburg… there is also some of the uncanniness of Kazuo
Ishiguro’s The Unconsoled. This is a wise and skilfully controlled novel that can be read in an afternoon, but
which radiates in the mind for much longer.’ – Financial Times
‘Niven Govinden’s Diary of a Film, his sixth novel, is also his best yet. Smart, sexy and cinematic (in many
senses), it is a love letter to Italy and to film.’ – Observer
‘A meditation on film-making, art, grief and privacy. Constructed with the skill of a watchmaker, with a
precise, consistent pitch of intensity.’ – Keith Ridgeway
‘What a pleasure it is to read this love letter to art and to human connection (fragile, powerful, transforming),
at a time when we’re masked and lonesome and can’t kiss our own hand without washing it afterwards.’ –
Deborah Levy, New Statesman
‘Vicariously I experienced again the freedom to travel and visit a European city just to catch an exhibition,
go dancing or merely escape the mundane for a weekend. Diary of a Film is about seeing the familiar in new
ways, finding friends wherever we are and coming to terms with the past being the past. Set amongst the
gourmet surroundings of a Northern Italian film festival, it reads like an elegy for a just-gone era.’ – Paul
Mendez, author of Rainbow Milk
Rights sales for Diary of a Film: UK (Dialogue), US & Can (Deep Vellum); Film/TV Rights: Wild
Beast Productions. Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori
Agent: Lisa Baker
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The High House
by Jessie Greengrass
♦ Chosen by the Guardian, Independent and New Statesman as
a most anticipated novel of 2021 ♦
Francesca is Caro’s stepmother, and Pauly’s mother. A scientist, she
can see what is going to happen.
The high house was once her holiday home; now looked after by
Grandy and Sally, she has turned it into an ark, for when the time
comes. The mill powers the generator; the orchard is carefully pruned;
the greenhouse has all its glass intact. Almost a family, but not quite,
they plant, store seed, and watch the weather carefully.
The High House is a novel of the extraordinary and of the everyday. It
explores how we get used to change that once seemed unthinkable, how we place the needs of our families
against the needs of others – and it asks us who, if we had to, we would save.
JESSIE GREENGRASS’s first novel, Sight, was shortlisted for the Women’s Prize for Fiction and
longlisted for the Wellcome Book Prize. Her debut story collection, An Account of the Decline of the Great Auk,
According to One Who Saw It, won the Edge Hill Prize 2016 and a Somerset Maugham Award, and she was
shortlisted for the PFD/Sunday Times Young Writer of the Year.
UK publication date: Swift Press – 1st April 2021
Praise for The High House:
‘In the tradition of Lively, Hazzard, Fitzgerald, Ishiguro and Brookner, Jessie Greengrass is a master
observer of of inter-human atmosphere; exquisitely good on oddity, unease, yearning and disquiet.’ – Max
Porter
‘The future imagined in this brave, important, and exquisitely written novel is a frightening one. But even
the darkest times are lit by moments of beauty and grace, and the reader is uplifted by Greengrass’s
conviction that salvation lies not in competing with one another to survive but in uniting to help those we
love.’ – Sigrid Nunez
‘The question with all cli-fi is what the reader should actually do with the warnings it aims to deliver. And
this is where The High House stands out, for Greengrass understands that perhaps the best writers and artists
can hope for now is to help us admit, accept and process our collective failure to act.’ – Guardian
‘Full of elegant, resonant sentences about human fallibility, complacency, selfishness and our unquenchable
capacity for love.’ – The Times
‘Chillingly articulate when describing our wilful blindness in the face of the initially creeping, then cascading
inevitability of disaster.’ – Telegraph
‘The novel’s verisimilitude is striking… Described in measured, meditative prose, humanity’s paralysis is
painful to read: the myopic faith in the status quo, the fearful waiting game.’ – Spectator
Rights sales for The High House: UK (Swift), US (Scribner), Estonia (Eesti Raamat), France
(Gallimard), Germany (Kiepenheuer & Witsch), Italy (Bompiani), Russia (Storytel), Turkey (Timas Basim
Ticaret). Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori.
Agent: Lisa Baker
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On behalf of Swift Press

Other People Manage
by Ellen Hawley

A wise, wry and moving novel about love, loss and family, for
fans of Elizabeth Strout, Meg Mason and Lorrie Moore
Marge meets Peg at the Women’s Coffee House, which is less a place
to drink coffee than one of the few places where two women can dance
together. Who know why these things happen? It was the right time,
and they were the right people.
When you fall in love with someone, you take on their history and you
inherit their family, and Peg’s are complicated. She comes with an ex –
a three-night stand who’s still standing – and two much younger sisters,
one of whom becomes pregnant at seventeen.
Peg works as a therapist, and Marge learns that while you can back away from other people’s lives and see
what the people living them can’t, that doesn’t mean you can do it for yourself. It doesn’t grant you perfect
pitch, or the ability to tap dance, or a gift for rising above your own mess.
Then Peg dies, and Marge has to work out what she’s left with, and if she is even family anymore.
For fans of Elizabeth Strout, Lorrie Moore and Meg Mason, Other People Manage is a wise, wry and moving
novel about love, loss and family – and how to survive them all.
ELLEN HAWLEY is an American writer living in Cornwall. She has worked as an editor and copyeditor,
a radio talk show host, a cab driver, a janitor, an assembler, a file clerk (she lasted four days) and, for four
fun-filled hours, a receptionist.
UK publication date: Swift – 14th April 2022
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Devotion
by Kevin Jared Hosein
From an unforgettable new voice in Caribbean literature,
a sweeping story of two families colliding in 1940s
Trinidad.
Trinidad in the 1940s, nearing the end of American occupation
and British colonialism. On a hill overlooking Bell Village sits
the Changoor farm, where Dalton and Marlee Changoor live
lives of luxury unrecognizable to those who reside in the farm’s
shadow. Down below is the Barrack, a ramshackle building of
wood and tin, divided into rooms occupied by whole families.
Among these families are the Saroops—Hans and Shweta and
their son, Krishna, all three born of the barracks. Theirs are hard
lives, of back-breaking work, grinding poverty, devotion to faith, and of a battle against nature and against
a social structure designed to keep them where they are.
But when Dalton goes missing and Marlee’s safety is compromised, farmhand Hans is lured by the promise
of a handsome stipend to move to the farm as a watchman. As the mystery of Dalton’s disappearance
unfolds, the lives of the wealthy couple and those who live in the barracks below become insidiously
entwined, their community changed forever and in shocking ways.
A searing and singular novel of religion, class, family, and historical violence rooted in Trinidad’s wild
pastoral landscape and inspired by oral storytelling traditions, Devotion is deeply resonant of its time and
place while evoking the roots and ripple effects of generational trauma and linked histories, the lingering
resentments, sacrifices, and longings that alter destinies. Lyrically told and rendered with harrowing beauty,
Devotion is a stunning piece of storytelling and an affecting mystery from a blazingly talented writer.
KEVIN JARED HOSEIN is a 34 year-old science teacher from Chaguanas in Trinidad. His story ‘Passage’
was the winner of the overall Commonwealth Short Story Prize in 2018. Of the story judge Sarah Hall said:
“It balances between formal language and demotic, ideas of civility and ferality, is tightly woven and
suspenseful, beautifully and eerily atmospheric, and finally surprising. It is, in essence, all a reader could
want from the short story form; a truly crafted piece of fiction that transports the reader into another world,
upends expectations, and questions the nature of narratives and narrative consequence.”, much of which
could also be applied to this novel. He is the author of three books published in the Caribbean – an adult
novel, and two books for children. He also won the Caribbean regional prize in the 2015 Commonwealth
Short Story Prize.
UK publication date: Bloomsbury – Autumn 2022
Rights sales for Devotion: UK (Bloomsbury), US (Ecco), Czech (Leda)
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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Violets
by Alex Hyde
A young woman, Violet, lies in a hospital bed in the closing days of
the war. Her pregnancy is over and she is no longer able to conceive.
With her husband deployed to the Pacific Front and her friends
caught up in transitory love affairs, she must find a way to put herself
back together.
In a small, watchful town in the Welsh valleys, another Violet
contemplates the fate she shares with her unborn child. Unwed and
unwanted, an overseas posting offers a temporary way out. Plunged
into the heat and disorder of Naples, her body begins to reveal the
responsibility it carries even as she is drawn into the burnished circle
of a charismatic new friend, Maggie.
Between these two Violets, sung into being like a babe in a nursery rhyme: a son. As their lives begin to
intertwine, a spellbinding story of women’s courage emerges, suffused with power, lyricism and beauty,
from an exhilarating new voice in British fiction.
ALEX HYDE is a Lecturer in Gender Studies at UCL, where her research focuses on the ways in which
women’s productive and reproductive labour is incorporated into nation-building projects through the
institutions of marriage and the family. Violets is her debut novel.
UK publication date: Granta – February 2022
Praise for Violets:
‘I loved this moving, graceful novel, which writes through the years with a rare deftness of touch. Violets
has a compelling, quiet power all the way to its exquisitely affecting end.’ – Megan Hunter, author of The
Harpy
Rights sales for Violets: UK (Granta). Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori.
Agent: Emma Paterson
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How We Are Translated
by Jessica Gaitán Johannesson
✦ Longlisted for the Desmond Elliott Prize ✦
♦ A Foyle’s Debut Highlight for 2021 ♦

People say ‘I’m sorry’ all the time when it can mean both ‘I’m
sorry I hurt you’ and ‘I’m sorry someone else did something I
have nothing to do with’. It’s like the English language gave up
on trying to find a word for sympathy which wasn’t also the
word for guilt.
Swedish immigrant Kristin won’t talk about the Project growing inside
her. Her Brazilian-born Scottish boyfriend Ciaran won’t speak English
at all; he is trying to immerse himself in a Swedish språkbad language
bath, to prepare for their future, whatever the fick that means. Their Edinburgh flat is starting to feel very
small.
As this young couple is forced to confront the thing that they are both avoiding, they must reckon with the
bigger questions of the world outside, and their places in it.
JESSICA GAITÁN JOHANNESSON grew up with two first languages (Spanish and Swedish) and now
writes in a third. She is a bookseller at Mr B’s in Bath and an activist, working for urgent action on the
climate and ecological crisis.
UK publication date: Scribe – 11th February 2021
Praise for How We Are Translated:
‘Brimming with ideas and promise.’ – Sunday Times
‘A novel that you might end up reading in one sitting. The narrator’s voice is gentle and reflective, but
always insightful, pithy and compelling. This is writing with breathing space, with room for the ever-shifting
spectrum of life.’ – Bath Magazine
‘With echoes of Ali Smith and George Saunders, How We Are Translated explores themes of identity and
intimacy with admirable sensitivity and wit.’ – Julianne Pachico, author of The Anthill
‘One of the gentlest and most patient, humane, and quirky things I have read in a long time ... Hugely
original.’ – Niamh Campbell, author of This Happy
‘How We Are Translated is the most contemporary of novels; set somehow both in the now and in the distant
past; in one city that could be many cities, and in two different languages, though also in defiance of
language, with as much focus on the silences between words as the words themselves. It’s a novel that
maintains just the right balance of oddity, intimacy and illumination. It’s a novel that anyone interested in
the future of the English novel needs to read!’ – Sara Baume, author of Spill Simmer Falter Wither
Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori
Agent: Lisa Baker
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How the One-Armed Sister
Sweeps Her House
by Cherie Jones

♦ Shortlisted for the Women’s Prize 2021 ♦
In Baxter’s Beach, Barbados, Lala’s grandmother Wilma tells the story
of the one-armed sister, a cautionary tale about what happens to girls
who disobey their mothers. For Wilma, it’s the story of a wilful
adventurer, who ignores the warnings of those around her, and
suffers as a result.
When Lala grows up, she sees it offers hope - of life after losing a
baby in the most terrible of circumstances and marrying the wrong
man. And Mira Whalen? It’s about keeping alive, trying to make sense
of the fact that her husband has been murdered, and she didn’t get the chance to tell him that she loved
him after all.
How the One-Armed Sister Sweeps Her House is the powerful, intense story of three marriages, and of a beautiful
island paradise where, beyond the white sand beaches and the wealthy tourists, lies poverty, menacing
violence and the story of the sacrifices some women make to survive.
CHERIE JONES was born in Barbados in 1974. She is a graduate of the MA programme at Sheffield
Hallam University, where she won both the Archie Markham Award and the A.M. Heath Prize.
UK publication date: Headline – 21st January 2021
Praise for How the One-Armed Sister Sweeps Her House:
♦ Chosen by Oprah as a 2021 Book Pick ♦ Editor’s pick in the New York Times ♦
♦ Chosen by the Washington Post as a February highlight ♦
♦ A Bookseller debut highlight for 2021 ♦ A Foyle’s debut highlight for 2021 ♦
♦ Chosen by Cosmopolitan as one of the best books by Black and POC authors in 2021 ♦
‘Dazzling… The main culprit in this book is patriarchy itself, with its view of masculinity as narrow as the
tunnels beneath Baxter’s village. It’s a masculinity so fragile, toxic and entitled that it would rather kill and
die than endure a perceived insult.’ – New York Times
‘Rare is the first book that reveals the writer fully formed, the muscles and sinews of her sentences firm and
taut, the voice distinctly her own… Here’s the launch of a stellar literary career.’ – Washington Post
‘Intensely compelling... a startling achievement.’ – Guardian
‘A crime-riddled literary novel, Jones’s atmospheric debut has a multiracial, multigenerational cast who are
brilliantly and even-handedly portrayed.’ – Sunday Times
‘A hard-hitting and unflinching novel from a bold new writer.’ – Bernardine Evaristo
Rights sales for How the One-Armed Sister Sweeps Her House: UK (Headline), US (Little Brown),
Canada (Harper Collins), France (Calmann-Levy), Germany (CulturBooks). Japanese co-agent: Japan Uni
Agent: Clare Alexander
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On behalf of Antony Harwood

Afraid of the Light
by Douglas Kennedy
Brendan has always lived a careful, constrained life. A salesman who
never liked the work, he’s a man who has stayed in his marriage and
his faith because it was what was expected of him. But now, having
lost his job after corporate downsizing and on the cusp of sixty, he
finds himself scrambling to somehow stay afloat in the only Los
Angeles work on offer to a man his age - driving for Uber.
When one of his rides, a retired professor named Elise, asks to be
dropped off outside an abortion clinic where she now volunteers,
Brendan finds himself literally driving right into the virulent epicentre
of one of the major issues of our time, engulfing his life in the process.
A novel of high suspense and considerable moral complexity, Afraid
of the Light is a tough, affecting social thriller that speaks volumes
about the corrosive divisions of our troubled times.
DOUGLAS KENNEDY’s previous novels include the critically-acclaimed bestsellers The Big Picture, The
Pursuit of Happiness and The Moment. He is also the author of three highly-praised travel books. The Big
Picture was filmed with Romain Duris and Catherine Deneuve; The Woman in the Fifth with Ethan Hawke
and Kristen Scott Thomas. His work has been translated into twenty-two languages. In 2007 he was
awarded the French decoration of Chevalier de l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres, and in 2009 the inaugural Grand
Prix de Figaro.
UK publication date: Hutchinson – 8th July 2021
Praise for Douglas Kennedy:
‘The absolute master of love stories with heart-stopping twists.’ – The Times
‘Kennedy is skilled at zigzag plotting, blending domestic twists with turns created by global affairs.’
– Observer
‘A pulse-racing thriller centred on hot-button debates [...] Kennedy’s action-packed storyline puts a punchy
spin on the traditional narrative of male later-life crisis’ ― Daily Mail
Rights sales for Afraid of the Light: France (Belfond), Korea (Balgunsesang), Spain (Arpa). Japanese
co-agent: The English Agency
Rights sales for previous title, Isabelle in the Afternoon: UK (Hutchinson), Bulgaria (Colibri), Catalan
(Enciclopedia), France (Belfond), Korea (Balgunsesang), Russia (Ripol), Spain (Arpa)
Agent: Antony Harwood
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Castles From Cobwebs
by J. A. Mensah
✦ Longlisted for the Desmond Elliott Prize ✦
✦ Winner of the inaugural NorthBound Book Award ✦

I’d always known that I was Brown. Black was different
though; it came announced. Black came with expectations, of
rhythm and other things that might trip me up.
Imani is a foundling. Rescued as a baby and raised by nuns on a
remote Northumbrian island, she grows up with an ever-increasing
feeling of displacement. Full of questions, Imani turns to her shadow,
Amarie, and her friend, Harold. When Harold can’t find the answers,
she puts it down to what the nuns call her ‘greater purpose’.
At nineteen, Imani answers a phone call that will change her life: she
is being called to Accra after the sudden death of her biological mother. Past, present, faith and reality are
spun together in this enthralling debut. Following her transition from innocence to understanding, Imani’s
experience illuminates the stories we all tell to make ourselves whole.
J.A. MENSAH is a British writer of Ghanaian heritage. She has written for theatre with a focus on human
rights narratives and the testimonies of survivors and she was Leverhulme Artist in Residence at the Centre
for Applied Human Rights at the University of York. She holds a PhD in Literature and Creative Writing
from Newcastle University. Castles From Cobwebs, her first novel, won the NorthBound Book Award in 2019.
UK publication date: Saraband – 18th February 2021
Praise for Castles from Cobwebs:
‘A compelling exploration of memory, race, mothers and the fractured self, Mensah questions the
frameworks through which we understand the world and interrogates how to put disparate parts of our
identities together to become the most true version of ourselves.’ – Jessica Andrews, author of Saltwater
‘From start to finish, I was spellbound… I absolutely love this book.’ – Yvonne Battle-Felton, author of
Remembered
‘Real, powerful and unique.’ – Chitra Ramaswamy
‘Mensah doesn’t shy away from tough subjects ...a well-crafted debut ...an extraordinary literary talent and
...a thoroughly recommended read.’ – Emma Yates-Badley, Northern Soul
‘Brilliance and beauty... The writing is exquisite, the plot is thoughtful and complex, and the characters are
deeply lovable. This story will be told like folklore, passed on from person to person. And this is me passing
it onto you.’ – Kate Baguley
‘A sensitive ear for language and observational detail … offers a unique blend of magical realism and social
commentary – the past and the present intermingle with colonial history, displacement and family ties to
form a rich narrative tapestry.’ – Reshma Ruia in Words of Colour
Rights sales for Castles From Cobwebs: UK & US (Saraband)
Agent: Lisa Baker
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In the Cut
by Susanna Moore
Living alone in New York, Frannie teaches creative writing to a motley
bunch of students, and secretly compiles a dictionary of street slang:
virginia, n., vagina; snapper, n., vagina; brasole, n., vagina.
One evening at a bar, she stumbles upon a man, his face in shadow, a
tattoo on his wrist, a woman kneeling between his legs. A week later
a detective shows up at her door. The woman’s body has been
discovered in the park across the street.
Soon Frannie is propelled into a sexual liaison that tests the limits of
her safety and desires, as she begins a terrifying descent into the dark
places that reside deep within her.
SUSANNA MOORE is the author of the novels The Life of Objects, The Big Girls, One Last Look, In the
Cut, Sleeping Beauties, The Whiteness of Bones, and My Old Sweetheart, and two books of nonfiction, Light Years:
A Girlhood in Hawai’i and I Myself Have Seen It: The Myth of Hawai’i. She lives in New York City.
UK publication date: Weidenfeld & Nicolson – reissued in 2019
Praise for In The Cut:
‘The bold, feminist psychosexual thriller you need to read now ... How I felt reading In The Cut: titillated,
feverish and ravenous ... I know I will be sending copies to friends who are ready to talk about what justice
looks like now, how our sex lives might look in the future, and whether the violence that has conditioned
so many women’s lives will ever end.’ ― Vogue
‘A true original ... Disturbingly dark, explosively violent, powerfully erotic and brilliantly written.’ ― Sunday
Times
‘Imagine Gone Girl had it been co-written by Mary Gaitskill and Lydia Davis and you’re heading in the right
direction ... We need books like In the Cut now not simply because it’s a cult classic, both timeless and timely,
nor even for hope in the dark, but to allow us to articulate that darkness.’ ― Guardian
‘In the Cut resonates anew in a culture sharply attuned to the violation of female bodies ... Moore’s deadpan
prose is just extraordinary... The final scene is unlike any written in a modern novel... feels newly provocative
in the era of Me Too.’ ― Metro
‘You could describe In the Cut as an erotic thriller, and you wouldn’t exactly be wrong, because it’s certainly
that; but it’s also an uncompromising excavation of the darker reaches of female desire, and a
uncomfortably heightened depiction of what it is like for a woman to feel endlessly watched and menaced
by men. Its ending is also one of the most devastating things I have ever read.’ ― Irish Times
‘A timely rebuke to the antiseptic quality of much of today’s crime fiction. It is a short, nasty thriller that is
badly underrated.’ ― Telegraph
‘Brutal, witty and electrifying, this is one of the best and bleakest thrillers I’ve ever read.’ – Olivia Laing
‘Horrific, the sexiest book ever, devastatingly true.’ – Daisy Johnson
Agent: Emma Paterson
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On behalf of Swift Press

Seesaw

by Timothy Ogene
A ‘recovering writer’ – his first novel having been littered with typos
and selling only fifty copies – Frank Jasper is plucked from obscurity
in Port Jumbo in Nigeria by Mrs Kirkpatrick, a white woman and
wife of an American professor, to attend the prestigious William
Blake Program for Emerging Writers in Boston.
Once there, however, it becomes painfully clear that he and the other
Fellows are expected to meet certain obligations as representatives of
their ‘cultures.’ His colleagues, veterans of residencies in Europe and
America, know how to play up to the stereotypes expected of them,
but Frank isn’t interested in being the African Writer at William Blake
– any anyway, there is another Fellow, Barongo Akello Kabumba,
who happily fills that role.
Eventually expelled from the fellowship for ‘non-performance’ and ‘non-participation,’ Frank Jasper sets
off on trip to visit his father’s college friend in Nebraska – where he learns not only surprising truths about
his father, but also how to parlay his experiences into a lucrative new career once he returns to Nigeria: as
a commentator on American life...
Seesaw is an energetic comedy of cultural dislocation – and in its humour, intelligence and piety-pricking, it
is a refreshing and hugely enjoyable act of literary rebellion.
TIMOTHY OGENE was raised in the outskirts of Port Harcourt in southern Nigeria. He has since lived
in Liberia, the US and the UK. Twice nominated for a Pushcart Prize and shortlisted for the 2010 Avon
International Poetry Competition, his collection of poems, Descent & Other Poems, was a finalist for the 2017
Glenna Luschei Prize for African Poetry. His first novel, The Day Ends Like Any Day, was awarded Book
of the Year by the African Literature Association. He holds a BA in English and History from St. Edward’s
University, a Masters in World Literatures in English from Oxford, and a Masters in Creative Writing from
the University of East Anglia. He is presently working on a PhD in Culture and Criticism at Cambridge,
and was recently a Visiting Research Fellow at Brown University. Seesaw is his second novel.
UK publication date: Swift – 4th November 2021
Praise for Seesaw:
‘A very funny, intelligent, deliberately and engagingly resistant, and moving piece of writing’ – Amit
Chaudhuri
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Dark Neighbourhood
by Vanessa Onwuemezi
At the border with another world a line of people wait for the gates
to open.
On the floor of a lonely room a Born Winner runs through his life
achievements and losses.
In a suburban garden a man witnesses a murder that pushes him out
into the community.
In a landscape on the edge of time, the characters of Dark
Neighbourhood struggle to realise the human ideals of love and freedom.
They journey through the depths of alienation, loss and shame, and
in doing so, unearth questions about human existence: How well do
we really know ourselves? How much do we get caught up and lost in what can’t be said? Observing their
own worlds with detached eyes and hallucinatory vision, these characters themselves begin to fragment and
disappear as the line between dream and reality dissolves.
VANESSA ONWUEMEZI is a writer from London. After degrees in Biological Sciences and Cognitive
and Evolutionary Anthropology at Oxford she completed an MA in Creative Writing at the University of
Birkbeck. Her short fiction and essays have been published in The White Review, frieze, Prototype
Magazine and Five Dials. Her story ‘At the Heart of Things’ won the 2019 White Review Short Story Prize.
UK publication date: Fitzcarraldo – 6th October 2021
Praise for Dark Neighbourhood:
‘Onwuemezi is an exceptionally gifted writer. Her prose is bold, her vision singular. Unnervingly brilliant,
Dark Neighbourhood is a phenomenally imaginative collection.’ - Claire-Louise Bennett, author of Checkout
19
‘Every sentence in Vanessa Onwuemezi’s Dark Neighbourhood demands and deserves attention. Each story
pulses and throbs with a precise and electric energy, yet there’s still so much space for her characters to
explore the depths of themselves, and in turn, ask the reader to do the same. Onwuemezi is a writer who
approaches her craft with real rigour and care, and her voice is unlike any I’ve read.’ – Caleb Azumah
Nelson, author of Open Water
‘Beautiful, burning writing. The strangeness and precision of the language not only make new worlds – with
a scorched poetic and political vision akin to Samuel R. Delany’s best work – but bring this world into
focus, in all its depravity, injustice and heartbreak.’ – Will Harris, author of RENDANG
With stories of ambiguous embodiments, slick, mordant desires and warping cityscapes, Vanessa
Onwuemezi’s Dark Neighbourhood offers a new poetics of storytelling. Lyrical clarity combines with
formal experimentation alongside hotching, grimaced, and dazzling world-building: a potent, portentous,
truly original collection.’ – Eley Williams, auhor of The Liar’s Dictionary
‘Vanessa Onwuemezi’s work makes legible the liminal spaces of contemporary existence: border-zones at
once geopolitical, metaphysical and – above all -– linguistic. She sends English off on a great line of flight,
from which it returns as poetry.’ – Tom McCarthy
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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The Anthill
by Julianne Pachico
A wildly original blend of social horror and razor sharp
satire, The Anthill is a searing exploration of privilege, racism,
and redemption in the Instagram age.
Lina has come home to the country of her childhood. Sent away from
Colombia to England after her mother’s death twenty years before,
she’s searching for the one person who can tell her about their shared
past. She’s never forgotten Matty--her childhood friend and protector
who now runs The Anthill, a day care refuge for the street kids of
Medellín. Lina begins volunteering there, but her reunion with Matty is
not what she hoped for. She no longer recognizes Medellin, now
rebranded as a tourist destination, nor the person Matty has become: a
guarded man uninterested in reliving the past she thought they both
cherished.
As Lina begins to confront her memories and the country’s traumatic history, strange happenings start
taking place at The Anthill: something is violently scratching at the inside of the closet door, the kids are
drawing unsettling pictures, and there are mysterious sightings of a small, dirty boy with pointy teeth. Is
this a vision of the boy Lina once knew, or something more sinister? Did she bring these disturbances with
her? And what will her search for atonement cost Matty?
UK publication date: Faber – 6th May 2021
Praise for The Anthill:
‘Written in prose that disrespects established boundaries to reveal a unique and courageous voice, Julianne
Pachico’s The Anthill, is the story of two young people searching for identity and belonging. In doing so,
and with the lightest of touches, Pachico lays bare the trauma of life in post-peace Columbia. A disturbing
book that remains with the reader long after the last page.’ – Ingrid Persaud, author of Love After Love
‘Julianne Pachico’s brilliant and scary new novel sneaks up on you. Its whisperings grow slowly, surely more
insistent, its phantoms pop out unpredictably from under beds and tables, its bevy of buried memories
surge, recede, swell and roar, and the all of it harries the heart and unmoors the mind. At once a powerfully
imagined reckoning with national trauma and one young woman’s confrontation with considerable privilege
and terrible loss, The Anthill is fiercely original. International in scope, profoundly human in its concerns,
it feels like just the kind of novel we need in unsettling times.’ – Laird Hunt, author of Neverhome
‘The Anthill foxes the boundaries between the political and personal in startling and tender ways. It’s a novel
that laughs through a mouthful of blood, which scares and touches, dazzles and compels. Julianne Pachico
is a truly gifted and distinctive storyteller who takes the reader from the haunting wilderness of childhood
through to the stranded, guilt-wracked tumult of the present. Brilliant and feverishly imaginative, The Anthill
is a must-read for anyone who has ever missed someone or felt out of place. (Anyone with a heart,
basically.)’ – Sharlene Teo, author of Ponti
Rights sales for The Anthill: UK (Faber), US (Doubleday), Colombia (Planeta Colombiana). Japanese
co-agent: Tuttle Mori.
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Emily Noble’s Disgrace
by Mary Paulson-Ellis
The case is unexceptional, that is what I know. A house full of
stuff left behind by a dead woman, abandoned at the last . . .
When trauma cleaner Essie Pound makes a gruesome discovery in the
derelict Edinburgh boarding house she is sent to clean, it brings her
into contact with a young policewoman, Emily Noble, who has her own
reasons to solve the case.
As the two women embark on a journey into the heart of a forgotten
family, the investigation prompts fragmented memories of their own
traumatic histories - something Emily has spent a lifetime attempting
to bury, and Essie a lifetime trying to lay bare.
Emily Noble’s Disgrace is the third novel from Mary Paulson-Ellis, the bestselling author of The Other Mrs
Walker.
MARY PAULSON-ELLIS lives in Edinburgh. She has an MLitt in Creative Writing from the University
of Glasgow and was awarded the inaugural Curtis Brown Prize for Fiction in 2009 and the Literature Works
First Page Prize in 2013. Her debut novel, The Other Mrs Walker was a Times bestseller and Waterstones
Scottish Book of the Year. Mary was Highly Commended as a Rising Star in the DIVA Literary Awards
and shortlisted as a Breakthrough Author in the Books Are My Bag Readers Awards 2017. In 2016 she was
named an Amazon Rising Star. Her second novel, The Inheritance of Solomon Farthing, was published in 2019.
UK publication date: Mantle – 19th August 2021
Praise for Emily Noble’s Disgrace:
‘Paulson-Elis writes with poetry and compassion about the forgotten and overlooked . . . A brilliant, original
read’ ― Daily Mail
‘Totally absorbing, this is a story that will keep you gripped through all its unexpected twists and turns’ -Janice Hadlow, author of The Other Bennet Sister
Praise for previous title, The Other Mrs Walker:
♦ Times bestseller ♦ Waterstones Scottish Book of the Year 2017 ♦
‘A wonderful, inventive debut with an intricate and intriguing structure, characters that fascinate and a
beady authorial eye for detail. I can’t wait to see what this author has up her sleeve next.’ – Fanny Blake,
Daily Mail
‘Ambitious… intriguing and atmospheric.’ – Guardian
Rights sales for Emily Noble’s Disgrace:
UK (Mantle). Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori.
Rights sales for The Other Mrs Walker:
UK (Mantle), Germany (Ariadne)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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A Lonely Man
by Chris Power
The first novel by the acclaimed author of Mothers – a distilled
work of fiction about the multiplicity inside us all.
Robert is a struggling writer living in Berlin with his wife and two young
daughters. In a bookshop one night, he meets Patrick, an enigmatic
stranger with a sensational story to tell: a ghostwriter for a Russian
oligarch recently found hanged, who is now being followed. But is he
really in danger? Patrick’s life strikes Robert as a fabrication, but a
magnetic one that begins to obsess him. He decides to use Patrick, and
his story.
An elegant and atmospheric twist on the cat-and-mouse
narrative, A Lonely Man is a novel of shadows, of the search for identity
and the elastic nature of truth. As his association with Patrick hurtles towards tragedy, Robert must decide:
are actual events the only things that give a story life, and are some stories too dangerous to tell?
CHRIS POWER lives and works in London. His ‘Brief Survey of the Short Story’ has appeared in
the Guardian since 2007. His fiction has been published in The Stinging Fly, The Dublin Review and The White
Review. His first book, Mothers, was a short story collection published by Faber and was shortlisted for The
Edge Hill Short Story Prize.
UK publication date: Faber – 1st April 2021
Praise for A Lonely Man:
‘An elegant, atmospheric story of shadows and half-truths…A Lonely Man soon reveals itself as a taut,
subtle, postmodern literary thriller written with an exacting command over its form…The final 50 pages
are so tense, I found myself both too stressed to go on and too stressed to stop, a total captive to the story.’
– Sunday Times
‘A Lonely Man is an existential literary thriller in which writing itself is the lethal weapon. With the precision
of Patricia Highsmith, Chris Power takes us into the world of John le Carré as seen through the autofiction
of Rachel Cusk…A Lonely Man is his first novel and every sentence is packed with, well, power. Postmodern
metafiction with an old-school plot, this is the slickest, smartest and most enjoyable novel I’ve read in years.’
– The Spectator
‘Chris Power’s elegant first novel is a slyly ensnaring literary thriller written in immaculate prose…Power’s
restraint pays off, making for a subtly immersive read, his sentences rippling like clear water even as the
story’s murkier undertow pulls you out to sea.’ – Vanity Fair
‘Chris Power’s striking debut novel, A Lonely Man is first-rate...bursting with potent, beguiling prose.’
– Independent
Rights sales for A Lonely Man: UK (Faber), US (FSG), Bulgaria (under offer), Germany (Ullstein), Israel
(Lesa Press), Turkey (Zenon); Film & TV: Hera Pictures for Mark Strong. Japanese co-agent: The
English Agency.
Rights sales for previous title, Mothers: UK (Faber), US (FSG), China (Archipel Press), Germany
(Ullstein), Netherlands (Signatuur)
Agent: Emma Paterson
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The Whalebone Theatre
by Joanna Quinn
Under Cristabel’s Bed
Seaweed, feathers, acorns, fir cones, sheep’s wool, the
skull of a seagull, a dried ball of glue, one large lobster
claw.
Three snails in a jam jar.
A trench lighter.
A wooden sword.
A toy aeroplane.
Lists of names, some crossed out.
One toffee, half-eaten, re-wrapped.

Set on the Dorset coast, Chilcombe is a crumbling dark mansion where feckless parents and briskly
affectionate servants largely ignore the three children of the house. The little tribe, led by the fearless
Cristabel, grow up wild, educating themselves through books appropriated from the library and agreeing to
learn French from their governess only because their step mother/mother then cannot understand a word
they say.
When a whale is washed ashore, Cristabel plants her flag and claims it as her own, only to discover that all
whales belong to the King. But the king has no use for a huge whale carcass, and as it rots on the beach,
the Seagrave children create a theatre within its skeleton. A raggle taggle group of house guests and locals
are drawn into Cristabel’s productions as her sister Flossie (known as The Veg) plays musical
accompaniment and her longed-for younger brother, Digby, emerges as the star.
As the children grow to adulthood and when the Second World War begins, Flossie is left alone to somehow
keep Chilcombe afloat while Cristabel and Digby are drawn into more dangerous play acting as they
separately join the French Resistance.
Sharing the DNA of some of the best-loved classics by authors like Dodie Smith, Elizabeth Jane Howard,
Rosamund Pilcher or Louisa May Alcott, The Whalebone Theatre is a stunning, sweeping debut from a dazzling
new writer.
JOANNA QUINN is a fiction writer with a background in journalism. She is one of four writers at
Goldsmiths University chosen for the Arts Foundation Fellowship for Short Stories. The Whalebone Theatre
is her first novel.
UK publication date: Fig Tree – Summer 2022
Praise for The Whalebone Theatre:
‘The circus playfulness of the language, the old story of the great house dazzlingly refreshed, the kind heart
and the witty eye, the deep understanding of a girl’s need to be the hero of her own life – this is going to
be a book that is loved unreasonably and life-long, I believe, like I Capture The Castle.’ – Francis Spufford,
author of Light Perpetual
Rights sales for The Whalebone Theatre: UK (Fig Tree), US (Knopf), France (Laffont), Germany (C
Bertelsmann), Italy (Sperling), Netherlands (Boekerij), Russia (Exmo), Spain (Enciclopedia), Sweden
(Bonnier). Japanese co-agent: Japan Uni.
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Light Perpetual
by Francis Spufford
♦ Longlisted for the Booker Prize 2021 ♦
November 1944. A German rocket strikes London, and five young
lives are atomised in an instant.
November 1944. That rocket never lands. A single second in time is
altered, and five young lives go on to experience all the unimaginable
changes of the twentieth century.
Because maybe there are always other futures. Other chances.
From the best-selling, prize-winning author of Golden Hill, Light
Perpetual is a story of the everyday, the miraculous and the everlasting.
Ingenious and profound, full of warmth and beauty, it is a sweeping and intimate celebration of the gift of
life.
FRANCIS SPUFFORD is a prize-winning author of fiction and non-fiction. He teaches at Goldsmiths
College.
UK publication date: Faber – 4th February 2021
Praise for Light Perpetual:
‘A God’s-eye meditation on mutability and loss… an extraordinary novel in terms of its variety of character,
symphonic language and spiritual reach… [Spufford is] such a beautiful writer, casually stunning in his
language and perceptions… Light Perpetual is a miracle, not only of art but of encompassing empathy.’
– The Wall Street Journal
‘Dazzlingly imagined… Whereas in real life we tend to experience time as a messy blur, with one thing
melting into another too quickly to be properly understood, Spufford knows that a novel can hold up
individual moments until they catch the light and then permanently fix them in writing… one of the finest
prose stylists of his generation. If his stories grip, his sentences practically glow.’ – Sunday Times
‘Light Perpetual’s brilliance lies in the emotion and drama it wrings from the ordinary — but profoundly
meaningful — experiences of its protagonists. Spufford’s prose, which is never showy, but always
beautifully accurate, confers an extraordinary dignity on the lives of these imagined children, recovered
from the rubble of a fictional bomb site.’ – Financial Times
‘A brilliant, attention-grabbing, capacious experiment with fiction… in this novel, lives are unpredictable:
quirky, messy, full of jokes, obstacles and blessings. … Spufford is so comprehensively convincing that you
keep unreasonably suspecting him of having experienced everything he describes… Light Perpetual is an
exercise in gratitude, enhancing the sense that it is a fluke that we’re here at all.’ – Observer
Rights sales for Light Perpetual: UK (Faber), US (Scribner), Arabic (Dar Athar), Catalan (Enciclopedia),
Estonia (Gallus Kirjastus), Germany (Rowohlt), Israel (Lesa Press), Italy (Bollati Boringhieri), Netherlands
(Nieuw Amsterdam), Russia (Exmo), Spain (Enciclopedia). Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori.
Agent: Clare Alexander
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The Night Always Comes
by Willy Vlautin
Between looking after her brother, working two low-paid jobs, and
trying to take part-time college classes, Lynette is dangerously tired.
Every penny she’s earned for years, she’s put into savings, trying to
scrape together enough to take out a mortgage on the house she rents
with her mother. Finally becoming a homeowner in their rapidly
gentrifying Portland neighbourhood could offer Lynette the kind of
freedoms she’s never had. But, when the plan is derailed, Lynette must
embark on a desperate odyssey where she will encounter criminal
people and moral decisions that may put her and those she loves at risk.
The question is, how far is she prepared to go for her dream?
Written with characteristic heart-wrenching empathy, The Night Always
Comes holds up a mirror to a society which leaves too many people only
a step away from falling between the cracks.
WILLY VLAUTIN is the author of several novels including, The Motel Life which has been made into a
movie starring Dakota Fanning, Emile Hirsh, and Stephen Dorff; Northline; Lean on Pete which won two
Oregon Book Awards; and Don’t Skip Out on Me, a finalist for the PEN/Faulkner award. He is the singer
and songwriter of the band Richmond Fontaine and a member of the band The Delines. He lives outside
Portland, Oregon.
Publication date: HarperCollins US – 6th April 2021, Faber UK – 3rd June 2021
Praise for The Night Always Comes:
‘Emotionally wrenching.… ‘You never give up and you’ve got a good heart, a damaged heart, but a good
heart.’ We concur, of course, and race to the end to see if good hearts can maybe, just this once, make a
difference. With Vlautin, you never know for sure.’ – Booklist, starred review
‘[Vlautin’s] book plays out like a modern noir take on a Tennessee Williams play, its desperate characters
harboring old resentments, its hard-luck heroine settling scores throughout a long, bloody night…Vlautin’s
supporting characters—meth-heads and pimps, waitresses and mechanics—occupy a rung of society that
rarely gets its story told in any kind of convincing way…Vlautin has written a soulful thriller for the age of
soulless gentrification.’– Kirkus, starred review
‘The influence of American writers such as Raymond Carver, John Steinbeck and Denis Johnson on Willy
Vlautin’s stories about troubled men and women trying to scrape by in dusty and devastated corners of
contemporary America is clear. However, Vlautin, a musician as well as an author, is far more than a tribute
act to literary greats. He crafts beautiful sentences, evokes place superbly and has an infectious sympathy
for his downtrodden characters. His previous book Don’t Skip Out On Me, which told the tale of a wannabe
boxer, was a melancholic marvel, and I’m hoping of more of the same from The Night Always Comes, about
a Portland woman struggling to find the money to buy the home that will secure her family’s future.’
– The Spectator
Rights sales for The Night Always Comes: UK (Faber), US (HarperCollins), France (Albin Michel),
Germany (Berlin Verlag), Italy (Jimenez Edizioni), Netherlands (Meulenhoff Boekerij), Poland (Czarne),
Sweden (Bakhall); Film/TV rights: H2L Media. Japanese co-agent: The English Agency.
Agent: Lesley Thorne
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Daisy Waugh’s Castle Beardsley series

In the Crypt with a Candlestick
✦ Longlisted for the Comedy Women in Print Award 2020 ✦
When Sir Ecgbert Tode of Tode Hall dies aged ninety-three, his wife
Lady Tode leaves the house to a distant relative. Not long after the
new owners take over, Lady Tode is found dead in the mausoleum.
Accident? Or is there more going on behind the scenes of Tode Hall
than an outsider would ever guess…?
In the traditions of Agatha Christie and P.G. Wodehouse, Daisy
Waugh has written a hilarious and entirely original comic crime novel,
a twenty-first century take on that most classic of genres, the Country
House Murder...
UK publication date: Piatkus – 20th February 2020
Praise for In the Crypt with a Candlestick:
‘A glorious satire on aristocratic manners and mores, with a smidgeon of murder thrown in, Waugh’s
hilarious and entirely original twist on the country house murder mystery is ‘a perfect antidote to all the
real-life craziness going on.’ – Daily Mail

Phone for The Fish Knives
The Todes are back, and they’re taking on Hollywood . . .
When Hollywood comes calling for a remake of the film that made
Tode Hall famous, India and Egbert are delighted. A summer of free
money and glamorous dinners with the stars surely awaits!
But once the Hall is overrun by actors squabbling over trailer sizes,
producers with ugly waistcoats and everyone trying to sleep with Oliver
Mellors, it soon becomes clear that the grass on the other side of the
camera is not greener – in fact the producer plans to sue because the
lawns of Tode Hall are far too brown. With so many egos in one place
things were bound to end badly, but no one would have predicted quite
so literal a backstabbing . . .
Praise for Phone for the Fish Knives:
‘Daisy Waugh’s featherlight satires are as refreshing and uplifting as a glass of chilled vintage champagne.
. . Imagine Agatha Christie on laughing gas’ – Times
UK publication date: Piatkus – 17th June 2021
DAISY WAUGH has published eight novels, and has written weekly columns for several newspapers and
magazines including The Sunday Times, The Times, Standpoint, the Sunday Independent, the Sunday Express and
the Indy. As well as writing, she has worked as an agony aunt, and a Tarot reader.
Rights sales for the Castle Beardsley series: UK (Piatkus), Germany (Goldmann)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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The Book of Other Minds
by Philip Ball
In a marine laboratory, a scientist studying octopuses wonders what
she has done wrong. One of her animals has taken a disliking to her
– every time she passes the tank, the creature squirts water at her,
though it ignores her colleagues. She’s tempted to wonder what is
going on in the octopus’s head, except that she knows that’s not quite
the issue – because the octopus’ mind, such as it is, seems to be
distributed in clusters of neurons all around its body.
In a computer science laboratory, a researcher wonders what the artificial-intelligence system he is working
on has been doing. He has trained it to recognize images of dogs, which it normally does reliably. But it has
just insisted that a picture of a supermarket trolley is also a dog, and now he wonders what on earth “dog”
means to this AI.
In a biomedical lab, two neuroscientists have grown human cells in a dish into dense blobs of neurons,
each no bigger than a pea, which have started to take on some of the appearance of little brains. They have
inserted tiny electrodes into the tissues and, to their surprise, found intermittent bursts of electrical activity
looking like the brain waves produced by real human brains. What is going on in there?
In an observatory, a team of astronomers is scanning the heavens for signs of extra-terrestrial life. They
admit that they don’t know quite what to look for, but they figure that alien intelligences are likely to signal
their presence by broadcasting radio emissions out into the cosmos in a pattern that no natural process is
likely to generate – and which would therefore be recognized by anyone looking on as an artificial signal.
But one of the team says: “You only think that because it is what you would do.”
All of these researchers are struggling with the same problem. How do we even begin to think about
“minds” that are not human? That is the question explored in this ground-breaking book. There is currently
no scientific framework for thinking about these questions. Here prize-winning science writer Philip Ball
argues that we need to try harder with such feats of imagination, and stop approaching questions like this
as though the human mind were the standard against which all others should be measured. Science is
starting to have something to say about the properties of mind, and in consequence to let us glimpse,
however faintly at present, the central concept of this book: the space of possible minds.
PHILIP BALL writes regularly in the scientific and popular media, and worked for many years as an editor
for physical sciences at Nature. His books cover a wide range of scientific and cultural phenomena.
UK publication date: Picador – April 2022
Praise for Philip Ball:
‘Ball’s book towers above the competition with its erudition, balance, and attention to detail… This is the
most accessible, comprehensive, and provocative investigation of the science of music – and its limits – yet
to be written.’ – Globe and Mail
‘Ball is an exceptionally talented writer who manages to combine accessibility and thoroughness in razorsharp prose.’ – Physics World
Rights sales for The Book of Other Minds: UK (Picador), US (Chicago University Press). Japanese coagent: The English Agency
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Corporatocracy

How Capitalism is Killing Democracy
– and How We Can Save It

by Grace Blakeley

Welcome to the world of Corporatocracy, where our societies
are governed by a tight-knit cartel of planners, made up of
big monopolies, financiers, states and international
institutions.
All over the world, democracy is in crisis. Liberal political systems
are straining under the pressure imposed by authoritarian strong men who are undermining institutions,
the rule of law, and the international system that governs relations between states. Donald Trump and Boris
Johnson might be the most obvious examples of this phenomenon, but it stretches around the world, from
Brazil, to Hungary, to the Philippines. Liberals increasingly see ‘populist’ leaders, working class voters and
rogue states as sharing the blame for the collapse of liberalism. But what if the threat to liberal democracy
does not come from the outside, but from within?
Liberal democracy and free market capitalism always go hand in hand. And yet, it is capitalism that is
responsible for the crisis of liberalism. Capitalist ideology is founded upon the idea that free market
competition is the best social system ever developed. But the idealised visions of capitalism outlined by
liberals like Adam Smith bear no resemblance to the political economic system under which we live today.
Rather than free market competition between small scale producers that benefits everyone, production and
exchange are controlled by a few huge organizations that use their power to promote their interests over
those of society as a whole.
In Corporatocracy, Grace Blakeley will chart the emergence of this new age of planned capitalism and
powerfully demonstrate the consequences for democracy, and its role in creating the political, social and
economic worlds we live in today. She’ll use real-world case studies, starting with the role of fossil fuel
producers in early climate change denial in the late 1980s, through to the finance industry’s propping up of
organised crime, Big Tech and financial and industrial imperialism, to show how the end stage of liberal
democracy functions in the interests of the most powerful. And she looks to the future to ask what we can
do about it, identifying the green shoots of change, and highlighting examples of where better, fairer systems
have come close to success in the past. For if we are going to have planned economies, might it not be
better if they were planned by us, and for us?
GRACE BLAKELEY is an economic and political commentator and staff writer at Tribune, having
previously worked as the New Statesman’s economics correspondent and a research fellow at the Institute of
Public Policy Research. She appears regularly on the BBC, writes for Vice and was recently profiled by MTV
News.
UK publication date: Bloomsbury – Autumn 2022
Rights sales for Corporatocracy: UK (Bloomsbury), US (Simon & Schuster), Germany (Suhrkamp), Italy
(Mondadori). Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori.
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Material available: Proposal – Delivery: December 2021 (90k words)
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The Man from the Future

The Visionary Life of John von Neumann

by Ananyo Bhattacharya

The smartphones in our pockets and computers like brains. The
vagaries of game theory and evolutionary biology. Self-replicating
moon bases and nuclear weapons. All bear the fingerprints of one
remarkable man: John von Neumann.
Born in Budapest at the turn of the century, von Neumann is one of the
most influential scientists to have ever lived. His colleagues believed he
had the fastest brain on the planet – bar none. He was instrumental in
the Manhattan Project and helped formulate the bedrock of Cold War
geopolitics and modern economic theory. He created the first ever
programmable digital computer. He prophesied the potential of
nanotechnology and, from his deathbed, expounded on the limits of
brains and computers – and how they might be overcome.
Taking us on an astonishing journey, Ananyo Bhattacharya explores how a combination of genius and
unique historical circumstance allowed a single man to sweep through so many different fields of science,
sparking revolutions wherever he went. Insightful and illuminating, The Man from the Future is a thrilling
intellectual biography of the visionary thinker who shaped our century.
ANANYO BHATTACHARYA is a science writer who has worked at The Economist and Nature. Before
journalism, he worked as a medical researcher at the Burnham Institute in San Diego, California. He holds
a degree in physics from the University of Oxford and a PhD in protein crystallography from Imperial
College London.
Publication date: UK (Allen Lane) – 7th October 2021; US (Norton) – January 2022
Praise for The Man from the Future:
‘John von Neumann was one of the deepest and broadest thinkers of the 20th century - but also a delight
to encounter. According to one admirer, listening to him was “mental champagne”. Now we have a
biography of the man about which you can say the same. This is a sparkling book, with an intoxicating mix
of pen-portraits and grand historical narrative. Above all it fizzes with a dizzying mix of deliciously vital
ideas. The Man From The Future is a staggering achievement.’ – Tim Harford, author of How To Make The
World Add Up and The Undercover Economist
‘An engaging and fascinating book that blends science and history. I loved it.’ – Paul Davies, author of The
Demon in the Machine
‘An ambitious account of a complex thinker who lived through extraordinary times. Ananyo Bhattacharya’s
biography of von Neumann is admirably thorough and accessible.’ – Angela Saini, author of Inferior
Rights sales for The Man from the Future: UK (Allen Lane), US (Norton), Simplified Chinese (CITIC),
Netherlands (Atlas Contact), Romania (Publica), Russia (AST). Japanese co-agent: The English Agency.
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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How to Read Now
by Elaine Castillo
How to Read Now is a collection of linked essays that
explores the politics and ethics of reading, and insists that
all of us can and should read better: not just our fiction and
our art, but also our people, our shared and entangled
histories. Smart, funny, serious and, sometimes, profane,
Elaine Castillo attacks the bromide that reading makes us
more empathetic, reimagines the cartography of the
classics, builds a moral case against the settler colonialism
of Joan Didion, tilts at Nobel Prize winners and topples
indie filmmakers. It’s as much a decisive and critical
intervention on our cultural conversation as it is a deeply
personal history of reading from the perspective of one
woman of colour, in which the stakes of why we need to think about how we read – what reading can
mean, in a life – become intimately apparent.
ELAINE CASTILLO was named one of “30 of the planet’s most exciting young people” by the Financial
Times. She was born and raised in the Bay Area. Her debut novel America Is Not the Heart was named one of
the best books of 2018 by NPR, San Francisco Chronicle, Kirkus Reviews, The New York Public Library, The New
York Post, The Boston Globe, Real Simple, Lit Hub, and has been nominated for the Elle Award, the Center for
Fiction Prize, the Aspen Words Prize, the Northern California Independent Booksellers Book Award, and
the California Book Award.
UK publication date: Atlantic – Summer 2022
Praise for previous title, America Is Not the Heart:
‘Critical and compelling.’ – New York Times
‘Blazingly fearless... Castillo is hugely talented.’ – Observer
‘Elaine Castillo’s full-throated debut, America is Not the Heart is quite simply one of the best first novels I’ve
ever read.’ – John Freeman, Lit Hub
‘The next big thing... It has drama and tragedy in spades, but it also has so much love of every kind spilling
out of it pages that I closed it each night with a huge, warm smile.’ – Paris Review
Rights sales for America Is Not the Heart: UK (Atlantic), US (Viking), Denmark (Gyldendal), France
(Delcourt), Israel (Sendik), Italy (Solferino), Poland (Foksal), Romania (Black Button)
Rights sales for How to Read Now: UK (Atlantic), US (Viking)
Agent: Emma Paterson
Delivery: September 2021
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Prodigal
by Kayo Chingonyi
1993: shortly after his father’s death, six-year-old Yombo is smuggled out
of Zambia, where he has lived all of his short life, and onto a plane bound
for Newcastle in the north east of England. He is being taken away from
his father’s family, away to a life different from anything he’s ever known.
Soon he will learn that his father died from an HIV-related illness, a fate
suffered by many Zambians, and later, when he is living in London he
will become a young carer to his mother as the virus takes her too. The
grief is personal, private, but is also a reminder of Zambia and of all that
Yombo is now estranged from.
2017: now a published poet and Yombo receives a message via a social media site from a cousin in Zed he
has not been in touch with in almost 25 years. His grandmother died a year before and the family had been
trying to reach him. It was time to go back.
In Prodigal, Dylan Thomas Prize-winning poet, Kayo Chingonyi tells the story of that return, and the life
that led up to it. Spanning his early life in Zambia, move to England, orphanhood to HIV, poetry and
contemporary identity politics, it will be a book that reflects on Kayo’s emotional as well as physical journey:
from the guilt and shame felt at the clear HIV test result, to the uncertainty and insecurity of a fraught
existence and the challenges of being both and neither – of how the immigrant experience is often about
inhabiting the gaps.
KAYO CHINGONYI is a poet, writer and academic. His debut collection of poems, Kumukanda, won the
2018 Dylan Thomas Prize and a Somerset Maugham Award, and was shortlisted for the Costa Poetry Prize,
the Ted Hughes Award for New Work in Poetry, the Seamus Heaney Centre First Poetry Collection Prize,
the Roehampton Poetry Prize, the Michael Murphy Poetry Prize and the Jhalak Prize. His second collection,
A Blood Condition, was published in April 2021, and is on the shortlist for the Forward Prize for Best
Collection. Kayo is poetry editor of the White Review and Assistant Professor of Creative Writing at the
University of Durham.
Praise for previous title, poetry collection A Blood Condition:
✦ Shortlisted for the Forward Prize for Best Collection ✦
‘A Blood Condition is a thing of beauty. It’s a pleasure to read such a sure and strident second outing from
one of our most celebrated young poets.’ – Diana Evans, Guardian
‘Chingonyi’s poetic voice finds its full-throated maturity... An elegantly spare, cathartic and poignant but
never indulgent collection that invites repeated reading.’ – Dzifa Benson, Telegraph
Praise for Kumukanda:
✦ Winner of the Dylan Thomas Prize 2018 ✦ Winner of the Somerset Maugham Award 2018 ✦
✦ Shortlisted for the Costa Poetry Prize 2017 ✦ Shortlisted for the Jhalak Prize 2018 ✦
✦Shortlisted for the Seamus Heaney Centre First Poetry Collection Prize 2018 ✦
✦ Shortlisted for the Ted Hughes Award for New Work in Poetry 2018 ✦
✦ Shortlisted for the Roehampton Poetry Prize 2018 ✦
Rights sales for Kumukanda: UK (Chatto & Windus), Sweden (Rámus)
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Delivery: October 2021
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How to be Good

The New Science of Right and Wrong

by Oliver Scott Curry

Ideas of what a moral life, what a good life, should look like
have been debated for millennia. Religions provide prescriptions
– the ten commandments of Christianity, the eightfold path of
Buddhism, the triple gems of Jainism – but tell us little about
where those codes come from, nor how to resolve conflicts
between them. For answers we’ve looked to philosophy, where
debates over what morality is have raged for decades. And while
those debates have resulted in lots of theories and schools of
thought, the more philosophers have drilled down into the detail, the less clear the big picture has become.
25 years ago, as a student of moral philosophy, Oliver Scott Curry was frustrated that he was getting no
closer to answering what he thought were the important questions: whether morality was innate or acquired;
how many moral values there were; how to make moral decisions. The situation was puzzling: morality was
clearly about behaviour, and yet it was being studied only in the abstract. Fortunately for Oliver, at about
this time a new scientific approach to morality was just getting started – one that took in research in game
theory, evolutionary biology, genetics, animal behaviour, psychology, neuroscience and anthropology. Since
that point Oliver has been studying morality empirically, working towards a theory of morality. In How To
Be Good, he argues that there is nothing magical or mysterious about morality, but that it is simply a
collection of cooperative rules that help us get along, keep the peace, and promote the common good. And
those rules are evolutionarily ancient, psychologically distinct and cross-culturally universal.
In How To Be Good, Oliver Scott Curry lays out his theory of morality as cooperation. He shows us what
morality is (a collection of traits and rules that seek to promote cooperation), explains where it comes from
(the product of evolution and more recent cultural invention), demonstrates why there are many moral
rules (there are as many moral rules as there are types of cooperation and their combinations) and what
they are, and it looks ahead to how we might use all this – how we might, as philosophers would have it,
live good lives. Above all, at a time when moral dilemmas are exploited in order to create division, we
discover that real strength lies in solidarity, community and cooperation.
OLIVER SCOTT CURRY is Research Director of Kindlab at the New York-based non-profit
kindness.org, a Research Affiliate at the School of Anthropology at the University of Oxford, and a
Research Associate at the Centre for Philosophy of Natural and Social Science at the London School of
Economics. His research investigates the nature, content and structure of human morality, and employs a
range of techniques from philosophy, experimental and social psychology and comparative anthropology.
Broadly, his work argues that morality is best understood as a collection of biological and cultural solutions
to the problems of cooperation and conflict recurrent in human social life. Oliver was recently named the
British Humanist Association’s 2021 Darwin Day Lecturer and Medallist. He lives in Oxfordshire.
Rights sales for How to be Good: UK (Cornerstone), US (Grand Central), Russia (AST), Spain (Ariel).
Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori.
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Material available: Proposal – Delivery: December 2022 (70k words)
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What White People Can Do Next
From Allyship to Coalition

by Emma Dabiri

✦ A Sunday Times and Irish Times bestseller ✦
When it comes to racial justice, how do we transform
demonstrations of support into real and meaningful change?
A manifesto for meaningful and lasting change born from the need to
talk about racial injustice in a new way.
An incisive, radical and practical essay, What White People Can Do Next is
a deliberate provocation; a robust, powerful and nuanced examination
of race, class and capitalism drawn from years of academic study and
lived experience, as well as personal reflections on a year like no other.
With intellectual rigour, wit and clarity, Emma ushers in a vision of a new, reimagined future where
‘whiteness’ and ‘white privilege’ are interrogated, the impact of class re-examined and racialised thinking
deconstructed.
A manifesto that strips away the systemic myth of race and moves the conversation on from the wellintentioned, yet often mis-informed, world of Instagram posts and online outrage, What White People Can
Do Next asks not for ‘allyship’, or ‘privilege’ passing, but for a coalition of common goals; for ‘mutuality
over charity’ and a focus on a mass movement that will cultivate a just future for us all.
EMMA DABIRI is the author of Don’t Touch My Hair, shortlisted for the 2019 Irish Book Awards. She is a
teaching fellow in the Africa department at SOAS and a Visual Sociology PhD researcher at Goldsmiths,
and has been published in a number of anthologies and academic journals, as well as the national press.
UK publication date: Penguin Press – 1st April 2021
Praise for What White People Can Do Next:
‘An absolute blockbuster of clear thinking and new angles...the most clear, alliance building, shame
removing look at race. Emma is once-in-a generation clever.’ – Caitlin Moran
‘A gamechanging skewering of social-media discourse with a historically grounded analysis of anti-racism,
collectivism, neoliberalism, and post-colonialism.’ – Jason Okundaye, Vogue
Concise, sure-footed and complete . . . a battle cry against racism for even the most socially aware . . .
Dabiri’s reflections have been a very, very long time coming.’ – Irish Independent
‘Impactful . . . Emma expertly outlines how the idea of race was constructed to bolster capitalism and
explains how, in a divided world, unity and coalition are needed to create a future that works for everyone.’ –
Cosmopolitan
‘Deftly and wittily deconstructs allyship and white saviour tropes to give an unblinkered takedown of what
needs to happen next.’ ― Stylist
Rights sales for What White People Can Do Next: UK (Penguin Press), Germany (Ullstein)
Agent: Emma Paterson
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Production

A Global History

By David Edgerton
At the heart of our histories, economics and sociologies is the
mystery of production. While everyone recognises its importance,
it is never actually really there. Historians have produced
extraordinarily rich accounts of everything from nations to families,
from class relations to war and international relations. And yet they
skirt around production, even as they know that changes in
production have utterly transformed everything, everywhere, right
across the twentieth century.
This book will put production into the history of the twentieth century and the present for the first time.
It is the first attempt at a proper explanation of how humanity became radically more productive, and new
forms of production became so powerful an influence not only on human society but the very material the
world is made of. It is an epic story, told on a very large scale, of what are without doubt the most important
transformations in human history. Neither celebratory nor condemnatory, it tells a story which has the
power to amaze.
Production, how things have been made – by hand, by machine, using energy, raw materials, producing
pollution - has always mattered. Yet the nature and changing power of the productive forces – the
combination of machines, work and workers, firms, management, land and raw materials - remain elusive
to the historical record. Which have been the significant ones? How important have new sources of power
and materials been, compared to say machines? How important has large scale been? How important has
changing living material been? How has it changed? These and many other questions are properly asked
for the first time in a ground-breaking work of history from a leading historian and thinker.
DAVID EDGERTON is the Hans Rausing Professor of the History of Science and Technology and
Professor of Modern British History at King’s College London. He was the founding director of the Centre
for the History of Science, Technology and Medicine, and led its move from Imperial College London to
King’s College London. He writes regularly for the Guardian and the New Statesman, and often appears
on the radio most recently speaking on such topics as Brexit and the history of globalisation.
Rights sales for Production: World English (Penguin Press)
Rights sales for previous title, The Shock of the Old: Brazil (Zahar), France (Du Seuil), Korea
(Humanist Publishing Group), Spain (Planeta).
Japanese co-agent: Japan Uni
Agent: Clare Alexander
Material available: Proposal – Delivery: April 2025 (175k words)
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Manifesto

On Never Giving Up

by Bernardine Evaristo
✦ Author of the million-copy bestseller and Booker prizewinning novel Girl, Woman, Other ✦
The powerful, urgent manifesto on never giving up from Booker
prize-winning trailblazer, Bernardine Evaristo
Bernardine Evaristo’s 2019 Booker win - the first by a Black woman was a revolutionary moment both for British culture and for her. After
three decades as a trailblazing writer, teacher and activist, she moved
from the margins to centre stage, taking her place in the spotlight at
last. Her journey was a long one, but she made it, and she made history.
Manifesto is Bernardine Evaristo’s intimate and inspirational, no-holds-barred account of how she did it,
refusing to let any barriers stand in her way. She charts her creative rebellion against the mainstream and
her life-long commitment to the imaginative exploration of ‘untold’ stories. And drawing deeply on her
own experiences, she offers a vital contribution to current conversations around social issues such as race,
class, feminism, sexuality and aging.
This is a unique book about staying true to yourself and to your vision. It’s about how to be unstoppable in your craft, your work, your life. It is Bernardine Evaristo’s manifesto for never giving up.
UK publication date: Hamish Hamilton – 7th October 2021
Rights sales for Manifesto: UK (Hamish Hamilton), US (Grove), Brazil (Companhia das Letras),
Germany (Tropen), Greece (Dardanos), Netherlands (De Geus), Spain (Alianza). Japanese co-agent:
Tuttle Mori.
Rights sales for previous title, Girl, Woman, Other: UK (Hamish Hamilton), US (Grove), Arabic
(Masaa), Brazil (Companhia das Letras), Bulgaria (Egmont), China (Shanghai Translation), Croatia (Profil),
Czech (Host), Danish (Gads Forlag), Estonia (Rahva Raamat), Finland (WSOY), France (Globe), Georgia
(Palitra), Germany (Tropen), Greece (Dardanos), Hungary (Europa), Iceland (Forlagid), Italy (Sur), Japan
(Hakusuisha), Korea (GimmYoung), Lithuania (Alma), Mongolia (M Plus), Netherlands (De Geus),
Norway (Gyldendal), Poland (Poznańskie), Portugal (Elsinore), Romania (Corint), Russia (Eksmo), Serbia
(Sluzbeni List), Sinhalese (Sarasavi), Slovakia (Inaque), Slovenia (Cankarjeva Zalozba), Spain (AdN),
Sweden (Bonnier), Turkey (Dogan Kitap), Ukraine (Fabula), Taiwan (Commercial Press)
Agent: Emma Paterson
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The Transgender Issue
An Argument for Justice

by Shon Faye

✦ An instant Sunday Times bestseller ✦
Trans people in Britain today have become a culture war ‘issue’.
Despite making up less than 1% of the country’s population, they are
the subjects of a toxic and increasingly polarised ‘debate’, which
generates reliable controversy for newspapers and talk shows. This
media frenzy conceals a simple fact: that we are having the wrong
conversation, a conversation in which trans people themselves are
reduced to a talking point and denied a meaningful voice.
In this powerful new book, Shon Faye reclaims the idea of the
‘transgender issue’ to uncover the reality of what it means to be trans
in a transphobic society. In doing so, she provides a compelling, wide-ranging analysis of trans lives from
youth to old age, exploring work, family, housing, healthcare, the prison system, and trans participation in
the LGBTQ+ and feminist communities, in contemporary Britain and beyond.
The Transgender Issue is a landmark work that signals the beginning of a new, healthier conversation about
trans life. It is a manifesto for change, and a call for justice and solidarity between all marginalised people
and minorities. Trans liberation, as Faye sees it, goes to the root of what our society is and what it could
be; it offers the possibility of a more just, free and joyful world for all of us.
SHON FAYE originally trained as a solicitor before leaving the law for the arts; she has worked variously
as a writer, presenter, editor, screenwriter and cabaret comedian. Her first short film was exhibited at Tate
Britain’s Queer British Art exhibition throughout 2017 and in 2018 she hosted Amnesty International’s
Women Making History festival, held to celebrate the centenary of women’s suffrage. She was an editorat-large at Dazed, and her writing has been published by the Guardian, the Independent and Vice, among others.
UK publication date: Allen Lane – 2nd September 2021
Praise for The Transgender Issue:
‘Few books are as urgent as trans activist and journalist Shon Faye’s debut. The analysis is thorough and
heart-breaking… a highly fact-based book backed up with statistics and case studies, but she manages to
write it in a hugely emotive and powerful way.’ – Independent
‘Shon Faye has written a book that models clarity in its writing and its moral vision. This is a monumental
work and utterly convincing - crystal clear in its understanding of how the world should be.’ – Judith Butler
‘An invigorating and deeply researched polemic, and a necessary addition to the evolving conversation on
civil rights in the twenty-first century.’ – Mark O’Connell
‘Leavened by Faye’s sharp, sparkling writing style ... The Transgender Issue is a vital resource for readers outside
of the U.K. to understand just what is happening there in terms of trans rights - and how to bring about a
long-overdue change to the conversation.’ – Vogue
‘A powerful new call for trans liberation.’ – Amia Srinivasan, New Yorker
Rights sales for The Transgender Issue: UK (Allen Lane), US (Verso), Germany (Hanser), Italy (Blackie
Edizioni), Spain (Blackie Books)
Agent: Emma Paterson
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The Hated Cage

An American Tragedy in Britain’s
Most Terrifying Prison

by Nicholas Guyatt

Buried in the history of Britain’s most famous jail, a unique
story of captivity, violence and race
The War of 1812 – the last time Britain and America went to war with
each other. British redcoats torched the White House, and six
thousand American privateers languished in the world’s largest
prisoner-of-war camp: Dartmoor.
They were of all classes and all races; some were as young as thirteen.
But though they shared a common nationality, the men were divided
by race: nearly a thousand were Black, and at the behest of the white prisoners, Dartmoor became the first
racially segregated prison in US history. Known as the ‘hated cage’ and the ‘depot of living death’, this
wasn’t a place you’d expect to find full of life and invention.
Block four became one of the largest self-governing Black communities outside of Africa, and prisoners
taught each other algebra, foreign languages and science. Despite the prejudices that had created this
community, the white prisoners couldn’t stop returning. While racism raged on in their homeland, Black
and white Americans came together to box, dance and put on plays. And then the dramatic prison break.
From digging tunnels to hot pursuits, they encountered (or perhaps invented) every prison-break cliché,
before the terrible moment when they were betrayed by one of their own. Drawing on extensive new
material, Nicholas Guyatt brings to life this forgotten dramatic tale of race, violence and war.
NICHOLAS GUYATT is professor of American history at the University of Cambridge and the author of
five previous books, including Bind Us Apart: How Enlightened Americans Invented Racial Segregation. He lives in
Cambridge, UK.
Publication date: Oneworld (UK)/Basic Books (US) – 7th April 2022
Rights sales for The Hated Cage: UK (Oneworld), US (Basic Books)
Agent: Lesley Thorne
Material available: Final uncopyedited manuscript (120k words)
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And a Dog Called Fig

Solitude, Connection, the Writing Life

by Helen Humphreys

Into the writer’s isolation comes a dog, to sit beside the chair or
to lie on the couch while the writer works, to force them outside
for a walk, and suddenly, although still lonely, the writer has a
companion
An artist’s solitude is a sacred space, one to be guarded and kept apart
from the chaos of the world. This isolation allows for uninhibited
wandering, uninterrupted meditation and the nurturing of sparks of
inspiration into fires of creation. But in the artist’s quiet there is also
loneliness, self-doubt, the possibility of collapsing too far inward.
What an artist needs is a familiar, a creature perfectly suited to
accompany them on this coveted, difficult journey. They need a companion with emotional intelligence,
innate curiosity, passion and energy and an enthusiasm for the world beyond, but also the capacity to sleep
contentedly for many hours. What an artist needs, Helen Humphreys would say, is a dog.
And a Dog Called Fig is a memoir of the writing life told through the dogs Humphreys has lived with and
loved over a lifetime, culminating with the recent arrival and settling in of Fig, a Vizsla puppy. Interspersed
are stories of other writers and their irreplaceable companions: Virginia Woolf and Grizzle, Gertrude Stein
and Basket, Thomas Hardy and Wessex—the dog who walked the dining table at dinner parties, taking
whatever he liked—and many more.
It’s a book about companionship and loss and creativity that is filled with the beauty of a steadfast canine
friend and the restorative powers of nature. It is also a book about craft, divided into sections that echo the
working parts of a novel—Beginnings, Character, Pacing, Setting, Structure, Process, Endings. Just as every
work of art is different, every dog is different—with distinctive needs and lessons to offer. And if we let
them guide us, they, like art, will show us many worlds we would otherwise miss.
HELEN HUMPHREYS is an acclaimed and award-winning author of fiction, non-fiction and poetry. She
has won the Rogers Writers’ Trust Fiction Prize, a Lambda Literary Award for Fiction and the Toronto
Book Award. And she has been a finalist for the Governor General’s Award for Fiction, the Trillium Book
Prize and CBC Radio’s Canada Reads. Her most recent novel is Rabbit Foot Bill. She lives in Kingston,
Ontario.
Publication date: Harper Collins Canada – 8th March 2022
Praise for Helen Humphreys:
‘Humphreys’ prose is spare, concrete, sculpted… deeply rooted in the rhythms and imagery of nature…
Humphreys sees nature as something consoling, even redemptive.’ – New York Times Book Review
‘Dogs are known to be a source of great comfort and reading about dogs proves the same. In these
tumultuous times, this might be just the book you’ve been looking for: Part memoir, part meditation,
thoughtful, lyrical, and completely wonderful. Long live Fig!’ – Karen Joy Fowler
Rights sales for And a Dog Called Fig: Canada (Harper Collins), UK (Aurum), US (FSG), Italy
(Playground). Japanese co-agent: The English Agency.
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Dom Joly
Dom Joly is a multi-award-winning television comedian and travel writer, best known for the international
smash-hit Trigger Happy TV. He has written for the Sunday Times, the Mail on Sunday, the Independent, I and
Metro, and is currently touring a live show which combines his twin pursuits of travel and comedy. His next
book with Robinson will be The Conspiracy Tourist, which will probe the rapidly rising number of
conspiracy theories, already at fever pitch before the pandemic, and now in complete overdrive. Dom will
mingle and meet with a wide variety of conspiracy theorists, not to debunk them, but more to understand
why they believe what they do. It’s certain to be an entertaining journey! Delivery: December 2022.

The Downhill Hiking Club

A Short Walk Across the Lebanon
At a boozy, cricket-filled afternoon at Lord’s, Dom Joly convinces his two closest
friends to agree to the unthinkable: a challenging hike across Lebanon, from the
Israeli border in the south, along the spine of the country’s mountain range, all the
way to the Syrian border in the north. For Joly it is something of a homecoming,
having grown up in Beirut. Arriving in Lebanon armed with copious amounts of
Vaseline - and no walking experience, bar taking the dog for the occasional stroll Dom, Chris and Harry don’t quite know what they’ve got themselves into. From a
hair-raising creep along the ‘Valley of the Skulls’ to accidentally flashing an
unsuspecting Ethiopian cook, the three friends just about manage to keep going. The
Downhill Hiking Club is a witty and affectionate love letter to the Lebanon and its rich
history as well as a paean to the simple joys of friendship and growing old
disgracefully.
UK publication date: Robinson – April 2021

The Dark Tourist

Sightseeing in the World’s Most Unlikely Holiday Destinations

Dom’s upbringing in war-torn Lebanon was interspersed with terrifying days and
nights spent hunkered in the basement under Syrian rocket fire or coming across a
pile of severed heads from a sectarian execution in the pine forests near his home. It
was these early experiences that left Dom with a profound loathing for the sanitized
experiences of the modern day travel industry and a taste for the darkest of places.
And in this brilliantly odd and hilariously told travel memoir, Dom Joly sets out on
a quest to visit those destinations from which the average tourist would, and should,
run a mile. Funny and frightening in equal measure, this is a uniquely bizarre and
compelling travelogue from one of the most fearless and innovative comedians
around.

Scary Monsters and Super Creeps

In Search of the World’s Most Hideous Beasts
Dom Joly sets off round the world again, and this time he heads to six completely
different destinations to investigate local monster sightings. In typically hilarious and
irreverent fashion, Dom explores the cultures that gave rise to these monster myths
and ends up in some pretty hairy situations with people even stranger than the
monsters they are hunting. Are the monsters all the product of fevered minds, or is
there a sliver of truth somewhere in the madness? Either way, the search gives Dom
an excuse to dive into six fascinating destinations on a gloriously nutty adventure.
UK publication date for The Dark Tourist and Scary Monsters and Super
Creeps: Robinson – 2nd September 2021
Agent: Lesley Thorne
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Re-educated
by Lucy Kellaway
‘I am immersed in a new world that feels a long way from my old
one. Though I’ve not been re-invented, what has happened is just
as radical and a lot more interesting: I am being re-educated.’
Lucy Kellaway had a comfortable life. For years she had the same
prestigious job, the same husband, and the same home. To the casual
observer, she was both happy and successful. But one day, Lucy began
to realise that the life she had built for herself no longer suited her. Was
it too late to start again?
The answer was no - so she proceeded to tear down both marriage and
career, and went back to school. Retraining as a teacher, Lucy discovers
there is a world of new possibilities awaiting her - and learns that you
can teach an old dog new tricks (providing they are willing to un-learn a few old ones along the way).
A witty and moving story of one woman’s pursuit of a new life, Re-educated is a celebration of education’s
power to transform our lives at any age, and an essential companion for anyone facing the joy - and pain of starting again.
LUCY KELLAWAY is an English writer and teacher. For over twenty years, she was an observer of the
peculiarities of corporate culture in her column for the Financial Times, before retraining as a teacher. She is
a co-founder of the educational charity Now Teach and lives in London.
UK publication date: Ebury Press – 1st July 2021
Praise for Re-educated:
‘A beautifully told story of courage, determination and, above all, magnificent defiance.’ – Alan Johnson
‘Bracing and inspirational.’ – Nigella Lawson
‘A wonderful writer... life-affirming.’ – Jon Snow
‘There are lots of reasons to read this book, which has the fineness of detail, sharpness of humour and
grace of a novel by Penelope Lively. But it’s this business of changing one’s mind - the thing most of us
least like to do - that I admired the most.’ – Observer
‘Inspiring, insightful and sometimes sharply funny...In all her brave uncertainty, it leaves you sure of one
thing: if the question is ‘Why start again in middle age?’, the answer is a resounding ‘Why not?’’ – The Times
‘Dazzling... this wonderful, funny book is a celebration of the power of education.’ – Daily Mail
Rights sales for Re-educated: Optioned for TV drama development by Sister Pictures
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Frontline Midwife
by Anna Kent
At twenty-six years old, not yet a fully-trained midwife, Anna
Kent delivered a baby in a tropical storm by the light of a
headtorch. At twenty-seven, she delivered triplets with no
assistance in the same war-torn country. Later, she would find
herself responsible for the female health of 30,000 Rohingya
refugees in Bangladesh
In Frontline Midwife, Anna Kent shares her extraordinary experiences as
a midwife, first as a nurse with Médicins Sans Frontières (Doctors
Without Borders) in South Sudan, and later as a specialist midwife in
Ethiopia, Bangladesh and back home in the United Kingdom.
Through the miraculous, terrifying and occasionally hilarious encounters of her midwifery career –
alongside her own tumultuous journey to motherhood – Kent illuminates the lives of women across the
world affected by conflict, natural disasters and epidemics. Frontline Midwife is at once an astonishing story
of the realities of frontline humanitarian work, and a powerful reminder that the call for accessible
healthcare has never been more urgent.
ANNA KENT is s a humanitarian aid worker, NHS nurse and midwife. After receiving a Nursing Master’s
Degree from the University of Nottingham, she completed a Diploma in Tropical Nursing in London and
joined Medecins Sans Frontieres (Doctors Without Borders) in 2007. She gained her First Degree in
Midwifery in 2010 and has worked as a midwife across the world, including in Ethiopia, South Sudan, Haiti,
Bangladesh and the UK.
UK publication date: Bloomsbury – 12th May 2022
Agent: Clare Alexander
Material available: Final uncopyedited manuscript (100k words)
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The Premonitions Bureau
by Sam Knight
Uncanny, unsettling, and unresolved. The Premonitions
Bureau is an extraordinary tale of how one’s perception of

what is rational and believable can be turned irreversibly on its
head. This is storytelling of the highest calibre.
On a morning late in 1966, a catastrophe occurs in Aberfan, South
Wales. A heap of coal waste collapses and an avalanche hits a primary
school, burying and killing more than a hundred children. Eighteen
houses are destroyed. Harold Wilson, the Prime Minister, arrives at
nightfall, as children’s bodies are laid out for identification by their
parents. Others – miners, volunteers, sightseers – descend on the site
of the disaster that day. They include Dr John Barker, a forty-twoyear-old psychiatrist from Shelton Hospital and a member of Britain’s Society for Psychical Research
founded in 1882 to investigate the paranormal.
Barker is there to interview people in the village who claim to have foreseen the accident. A ten-year-old
girl who dreamt of a school with something black all over it. An eight-year-old boy who drew massed
figures in the hillside under the words “THE END.”
On the strength of their visions, Barker embarks upon a promethean experiment: to collect the
premonitions and prophecies of the nation with the intention of one day feeding the information into a
computer. In future, he determined, the computer would generate early warnings of catastrophe and protect
the country from disaster. Plane crashes might be averted, earthquakes foreseen.
The Premonitions Bureau is a literary, atmospheric, almost novelistic telling of Barker’s life and shocking death,
his most gifted percipients, and the unnerving mysteries of prophecy and calamity against the backdrop of
a paranoid but futuristic late 1960s Britain. It exists somewhere between David Grann, Kate Summerscale
and Helen Macdonald; combining the pitch-perfect storytelling and characterisation so evident in his
journalism. Sam Knight’s debut will bring back John Barker and his extraordinary mission to vivid, chilling
life.
SAM KNIGHT is a staff writer at The New Yorker, has won two Foreign Press Association awards and was
shortlisted for the 2018 Orwell Prize for political writing. From viral articles on the plans for the death of
the Queen to art fraud, his work for the Long Read section of the Guardian and for The New Yorker has
become water cooler journalism in both the UK and the US. ‘London Bridge is Down’, published in 2017,
was viewed 4 million times and remains the most popular Guardian long read ever published.
UK publication date: Faber – May 2022
Rights sales for The Premonitions Bureau: UK (Faber), US (Penguin Press), Czech (Leda), France
(Sonatine), Italy (Mondadori), Netherlands (under offer). Japanese co-agent: The English Agency.
Film/TV rights: Amazon Studios for Anne Carey/Archer Street
Agent: Emma Paterson
Materials available: final uncopyedited manuscript (60k words)
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The Correspondents
by Judith Mackrell
The story of how six bold and resolute women became frontline war correspondents during the Second World War
On the front lines of the Second World War, a contingent of female
journalists were bravely waging their own battle. Barred from
combat zones and faced with entrenched prejudice and bureaucratic
restrictions, these women were forced to fight for the right to work
on equal terms with men.
The Correspondents follows six remarkable women as their lives and
careers intertwined: Martha Gellhorn, who got the scoop on Ernest
Hemingway on D-Day by traveling to Normandy as a stowaway on
a Red Cross ship; Lee Miller, who went from being a Vogue cover
model to the magazine’s official war correspondent; Sigrid Schultz, who hid her Jewish identity and risked
her life by reporting on the Nazi regime; Virginia Cowles, a “society girl columnist” turned combat reporter;
Clare Hollingworth, the first English journalist to break the news of World War II; and Helen Kirkpatrick,
the first woman to report from an Allied war zone with equal privileges to men.
From chasing down sources and narrowly dodging gunfire to conducting tumultuous love affairs and
socializing with luminaries like Eleanor Roosevelt, Picasso, and Man Ray, these six women are captured in
all their complexity. With her gripping, intimate, and nuanced portrait, Judith Mackrell celebrates these
courageous reporters who risked their lives for the scoop.
JUDITH MACKRELL is a dance critic for the Guardian, as well as the author of the biographies The
Unfinished Palazzo, Flappers and Bloomsbury Ballerina. She broadcasts regularly on television and radio, and
lives in London with her family.
Publication date: Picador, Going with the Boys – 27th May 2021; Doubleday, The Correspondents – 2nd
November 2021
Praise for The Correspondents (published as Going with the Boys in the UK):
‘This is incredibly rich material, and Mackrell makes the most of it… conclud[ing] with a brief summary of
the women’s postwar careers, capping off an exhilarating read packed with emotion and genuine humanity.
A vivid portrayal of six remarkable women who made history reporting on World War II.’ – Kirkus, starred
review
‘[An] immersive and revealing group biography… Sparkling quotations from the reportage are woven…and
colorful biographical details shed light on the correspondents’ defiance of conventions… Mackrell lucidly
sketches military and political matters. The result is a rousing portrait of women who not only reported on
history, but made it themselves.’ – Publishers Weekly, starred review
‘They were not just reporters; they were also pioneers, and Judith Mackrell has done them proud.’ –Spectator
‘This is a book that manages to be thoughtful and edge-of-your-seat thrilling.’ – Mail on Sunday
Rights sales for Going with the Boys: UK (Picador), US (Doubleday), Poland (Znak). Japanese coagent: The English Agency.
Agent: Clare Alexander
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On behalf of Matthew Hamilton

How to Stop Fascism
History, Ideology, Resistance

by Paul Mason

The far right is on the rise across the world. From Modi’s India to
Bolsonaro’s Brazil and Erdogan’s Turkey, fascism is not a horror that
we have left in the past; it is a recurring nightmare that is happening
again - and we need to find a better way to fight it.
In How to Stop Fascism, Paul Mason offers a radical, hopeful blueprint
for resisting and defeating the new far right. The book is both a chilling
portrait of contemporary fascism, and a compelling history of the fascist
phenomenon: its psychological roots, political theories and genocidal
logic. Fascism, Mason powerfully argues, is a symptom of capitalist
failure, and it has haunted us throughout the twentieth century.
History shows us the conditions that breed fascism, and how it can be successfully overcome. But it is up
to us in the present to challenge it, and time is running out. From the ashes of Covid-19, we have an
opportunity to create a fairer, more equal society. To do so, we must ask ourselves: what kind of world do
we want to live in? And what are we going to do about it?
PAUL MASON is an award-winning writer, broadcaster, and film-maker. Previously Economics Editor of
Channel 4 News, his books include Clear Bright Future, Post-Capitalism, Why It’s Kicking Off Everywhere: the New
Global Revolutions; Live Working Die Fighting; and Rare Earth: A Novel.
UK publication date: Allen Lane – 26th August 2021
Praise for How to Stop Fascism:
‘For its historical depth, analytical vigour and mobilizational potential, this book is unparalleled. How to Stop
Fascism is a visceral reminder of what’s at stake, and every page is an urgent invitation to resist.’ – David
Lammy MP
‘Paul Mason argues for a broader anti-fascist political movement that may have felt radical ten years ago
but now feels only more and more necessary. History is a reminder that we are never far from the risk of
living under fascism. It can happen anywhere. Mason tells that history with passion and sincerity, framing
it perfectly against the present.’ – Angela Saini, author of Superior: The Return of Race Science
‘Mason’s How to Stop Fascism is massively useful ... his one-line definition of the phenomenon really seized
my brain ... a good toolbox.’ Pat Kane, The National
‘Mason doesn’t flinch from questioning rigid orthodoxies. This is an erudite effort, of interest to anyone
looking for a deep exploration of the origins of fascism or fearful that Trump, Bolsonaro or a resurgent
far-right across Europe presage a return to humanity’s darkest hours.’ – Vic Duggan, Irish Times
Rights sales for How to Stop Fascism: WEL (Allen Lane), Germany (Suhrkamp), Italy (Il Saggiatore),
Portugal (Objectiva), Romania (Litera), Slovakia (N Press). Japanese co-agent: The English Agency.
Rights sales for previous title, Clear Bright Future: WEL (Allen Lane), Brazil (Companhia), Germany
(Suhrkamp), Greece (Kastaniotis), Italy (Il Saggiatore), Netherlands (De Bezige Bij), Portugal (Objectiva),
Spain (Paidos), Turkey (Yordam Kitap)
Agent: Matthew Hamilton
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The Age of Confiscation
Making and Taking Property in the Creation of the
Modern World

by Nicholas Mulder
We tend to think of confiscation – the act of taking or seizing property
with authority – as the practice of dictators and despots. This focus has
obscured another truth: that between the start of the First World War and
the beginning of the Cold War, US and British governments alone seized
more property than Hitler and Stalin combined. And this fact reveals
something important about the history of confiscation: that far from
being hostile to it, capitalist democracies have been more committed to, and successful in, confiscation
than their autocratic rivals.
This tension between property and confiscation has defined the last 240 years of history – going back to
when the French Revolution transformed global politics and the Industrial Revolution started modern
economic growth, large-scale expropriations have occurred regularly. Wherever property rights have
emerged, confiscation hasn’t been far behind. And the periodic transference of property was integral to
the major events of the last two centuries, both the most positive transformations and the worst crimes
of history. Confiscation ended feudalism and formed the basis of civil law, but it was also key in the
conquests of Napoleon and Hitler. It was the essence of nineteenth-century colonialism and then of
twentieth century decolonization (and enabled the abolition of the slave trade and slavery along the way).
And it was a key tool in the rise of totalitarianism and total war, but also led to the creation of the New
Deal and the European welfare states after World War II. For better and for worse the modern world has
been built on confiscation.
THE AGE OF CONFISCATION will be the first international history of expropriation. Beginning in
Europe, with the end of feudalism and the emergence of an international bourgeoisie, we’ll see how ideas
about the primacy of property rights spread throughout the world and how, alongside them, confiscation
became a central tool of dictatorships and capitalist democracies alike (indeed the United States, UK and
virtually every European state finds a place for confiscation in their constitutions). And the more we learn
of the history, the more clear it becomes that confiscation has been and can be a force for good. While
neoliberalism has focused largely on protecting private property and capital, a look back a little further
shows that confiscation has often been a mechanism for solving social ills, rebalancing inequality, and
checking the power of corporations. As we stare down the cul-de-sac of unprecedented inequality,
financial instability, housing shortages and a climate crisis, the history of expropriation offers a path out.
NICHOLAS MULDER is Assistant Professor of modern European history at Cornell University,
specializing in the political and economic history of the 19th and 20th centuries. His first academic book,
The Economic Weapon, is published by Yale University Press in January 2022, and has been praised by Adam
Tooze as ‘an essential contribution’ and by David Edgerton as ‘a tour de force of historical research and
argument’. He has written for the Guardian, Foreign Policy, The Nation, n + 1, New Left Review and Dissent,
and been interviewed in the New York Times and on NPR. He speaks English, Dutch, French, German and
Italian.
Rights sales for The Age of Confiscation: UK (Allen Lane), US (Little, Brown), Brazil (Zahar), Germany
(Fischer), Italy (under offer), Netherlands (Alfabet). Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori.
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Material available: Proposal – Delivery: September 2024 (150k words)
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On behalf of Matthew Hamilton

Did Ye Hear Mammy Died?
by Séamas O’Reilly
The Irish Times bestselling story of a boy growing up in a
family bonded by loss, love and mockery, set against the
backdrop of Northern Ireland in the 1990s
Séamas O’Reilly’s mother died when he was five, leaving him, his ten
brothers and sisters and their beloved father in their sprawling
bungalow in rural Derry. It was the 1990s; the Troubles were a
background rumble (most of the time), and Séamas at that point was
more preoccupied with dinosaurs, Star Wars and the actual location of
heaven than the political climate.
Did Ye Hear Mammy Died? is a book about a family of argumentative,
loud, musical, sarcastic, grief-stricken siblings, shepherded into
adulthood by a man whose foibles and reticence were matched only by
his love for his children and his determination that they would flourish. It is the moving, often amusing
and completely unsentimental story of a boy growing up in a family bonded by love, loss and fairly relentless
mockery.
SÉAMAS O’REILLY is a columnist for the Observer and writes about media and politics for the Irish
Times, New Statesman, Guts and VICE. He shot to a kind-of prominence with a range of online endeavours
including ‘Remembering Ireland’, a parody of Irish nostalgia sites, which featured entirely invented
moments from Irish history. In 2016, he posted a long Twitter thread about the effects Brexit would have
on Northern Ireland, which led to his first political writing for the New Statesman. Later on that year, his
exasperated reviews of the novels of erstwhile footballer and manager Steve Bruce led to his participation
in events with Guardian Football Weekly and various others. His most recent viral sensation was a thread
about the time he inadvertently found himself on ketamine while in a room serving drinks to his boss’s
boss’s boss and the President of Ireland, Mary McAleese. Seamas lives in Hackney with his family.
UK publication date: Fleet – 22nd July 2021
Praise for Did Ye Hear Mammy Died:
‘One of the funniest books ever written about the death of a parent… O’Reilly is a gifted and entertaining
writer.’ – Irish Times
‘O’Reilly is truly one of the country’s finest comic writers… It is as an ode to Irish fatherhood that the
memoir works best, and an area where O’Reilly’s talent truly soars.’ – Sunday Times Ireland
Rights sales: UK (Fleet), US (Little, Brown); Film/TV rights: Hera Pictures for TV drama development.
Agent: Matthew Hamilton
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On behalf of Matthew Hamilton

You Are Beautiful and
You Are Alone

The Biography of Nico
by Jennifer Otter Bickerdike
A new, definitive biography of the iconic and mysterious
singer, Warhol superstar, Velvet Underground collaborator:
influential solo artist Nico.
Nico was an ever-evolving myth, an enigma that escaped definition.
Born Christa Päffgen, Nico grew up in war-torn Berlin before being
scouted by a fashion photographer in her early teens. At age twentyseven, she became Andy Warhol’s newest Superstar, securing the
position of chanteuse for the Velvet Underground. Though she is
primarily remembered for contributions to their seminal debut album - and her relationships with Brian
Jones, Bob Dylan and Jim Morrison - her own artistry and influence have often been overlooked.
Nico spent most of her career as a solo artist on the road, enduring empty concert halls, abusive fans and
the perilous reality of being a drug addict. Yet beneath the superficial denigrations and one-dimensional
myths was a complicated visionary determined to make art that was truly her own.
In You Are Beautiful and You Are Alone, defying the sexist casting of her life as the tragedy of a beautiful
woman losing her looks, youth and fame, Jennifer Otter Bickerdike cements Nico’s legacy as one of the
most vital artists of her time, inspiring a generation of luminaries including Björk, Morrissey and Iggy Pop.
Containing over a hundred new interviews and rare archival material, this is an empowering reappraisal of
an underappreciated icon.
JENNIFER OTTER-BICKERDIKE is a familiar name in the world of pop culture. An academic, writer
and historian, Jennifer remains enthralled by vinyl, and has embarked on a journey to share her passion and the passion of like-minded stars - with the world. She has authored several books on the topics of
music, fandom and celebrity cultism, such as Fandom, Image and Authenticity: Joy, Devotion and the Second Lives
of Kurt Cobain and Ian Curtis and The Secular Religion of Fandom.
UK publication date: Faber – 15th July 2021
Praise for You Are Beautiful And You Are Alone:
‘Here is the Odyssey of Nico… a scholarly and detailed chronicle of this brilliant artist, who was spurned
and tortured for her trouble.’ – Iggy Pop
‘At last, a comprehensive and compelling book about Nico. Her music, songwriting and strength of
character were huge influences on the whole punk and post-punk movement.’ – Viv Albertine
‘[A]n entertainingly written and insightful biography, which portrays Nico as a flawed but deeply compelling
individual.’ – Independent
Rights sales: UK (Faber), Spain (Contra Ediciones). Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori.
Agent: Matthew Hamilton
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The Rule of Laws

The 4,000 Year Quest to Order the World

by Fernanda Pirie

The laws now enforced throughout the world are almost all modelled
on systems developed in Europe in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. During two hundred years of colonial rule, Europeans
exported their laws everywhere they could. But they weren’t filling a
void: in many places, they displaced traditions that were already ancient
when Vasco Da Gama first arrived in India. Even the Romans were
inspired by earlier precedents.
Where, then, did it all begin? And what has law been and done over
the course of human history? In The Rule of Laws, pioneering
anthropologist Fernanda Pirie traces the development of the world’s
great legal systems - Chinese, Indian, Roman, and Islamic - and the
innumerable smaller traditions they inspired. At the heart of the story is a paradox: how did the
pronouncements of the powerful became a vital weapon in ordinary people’s fight for justice?
FERNANDA PIRIE is Professor of the Anthropology of Law at the Centre for Socio-Legal Studies at the
University of Oxford, where she spent the past 10 years working with colleagues in history and
anthropology looking at legal systems from throughout human history, comparing and contrasting, and
charting their influence on the modern world. Prior to academia she was a practising barrister.
UK publication date: Profile – 18th November 2021
Praise for The Rule of Laws:
‘Fascinating, insightful and gripping, The Rule of Laws provides a comprehensive exploration of the history
underpinning our modern legal systems. A triumph.’ – The Secret Barrister
‘The Rule of Laws offers a pathbreaking and stimulating account of how societies across different regions
and epochs drew upon secular, sacred, and scholarly traditions to create laws that organized the lives of
their citizens ... This expansive narrative challenges what we think we know about legal history and the
assumptions we make about law’s future.’ – Edward J. Watts, author of Mortal Republic: How Rome Fell into
Tyranny
‘A fascinating, comprehensive study that forces us to think again about what law is, and why it matters ...
For those who want to understand why human society has emerged as it has, this is essential reading.’
– Rana Mitter, author of China’s Good War
Rights sales for The Rule of Laws: UK (Profile), US (Basic Books), Italy (Ponte Alle Grazie), Japan
(Kawadeshobo Shinsha), Korea (Book 21), Netherlands (Thomas Rap), Portugal (Saida de Emergencia),
Spain (Critica)
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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The Universe in a Box

How Simulations Rewrote the History of the Cosmos
and Our Place Within It

by Andrew Pontzen

Cosmology is a funny sort of science. At first sight, it might not seem
to be science at all, since the very last thing cosmologists can do is an
experiment. Nobody can make their own stars, planets or galaxies, let
alone their own Universes. Very often cosmologists are speculating
about things we may never find, any certainty of their existence
provided only by the effect on the things we can see. For centuries
cosmologists and astrophysicists have been working in the dark,
confined in a world of pencil-and-paper equations backed up by observations through (admittedly
increasingly-powerful) telescopes. But those equations and observations were mostly useful for
investigating one phenomenon at a time – to calculate how fast the cosmos expands, say, or the length of
time for which the Sun will shine – what was missing was a picture of the whole, of how the Universe’s
different phenomena interacted to build entire galaxies, solar systems, and ultimately life on Earth.
Until now. Over the last decades a new kind of physics has emerged, sitting somewhere between theory
and experimentation, which has allowed cosmologists to see further and in more detail than ever before –
to track the interplay between the component parts of the Universe from the big bang up to what we are
able to see right now. And all of this is possible because of the power of modern computers. Today
laboratories are full of physicists translating equations into code and plugging those codes in to computers
in order to build simulations of our Universe and test ideas that, in some cases, have been predicted for a
century or more. It might seem like a strange business, combining layers of approximation and abstraction
in the search for certainty, but slowly, surely, simulators are seeing that the approach can sort wheat from
chaff, allowing us profound insights into the deep history of our Universe.
But these simulations do not only reveal truths, they are also able to show us the wrong turns we have taken
in the past, and expose limitations that go to the heart of physics and the scientific method. The story that
emerges shows the follies of aiming solely at a ‘theory of everything’, and instead asks us to accept that in
order to get at the really big questions there will always be different layers of meaning, and some things that
we will never know. What does that mean for how we think about the Universe? And, perhaps more
profoundly, how does it inform what our lives mean?
ANDREW PONTZEN is Professor of Cosmology at University College London, and a Royal Society
University Research Fellow. His research, which has won national and international awards, uses galaxies
and other structures observed by telescopes today to shed light on fundamental physics such as the nature
of dark matter, dark energy, and the very early Universe. He worked with Stephen Hawking to write new
updates for A Brief History of Time, and has written for the New Scientist, BBC Sky at Night and BBC Focus. He
is also a regular contributor to BBC Radio 4’s Inside Science and Curious Cases of Rutherford and Fry, and a series
of videos for TED-ED on Einstein’s relativity, written and presented with Tom Whyntie, has been viewed
more than 2.2 million times. In 2020 he was awarded the Royal Astronomical Society’s Gerald Withrow
Prize for bringing cosmology to wide audiences.
Rights sales for The Universe in a Box: UK (Jonathan Cape), US (Riverhead), Italy (Adelphi), Japan
(Diamond), Korea (RH Korea), Netherlands (Atlas Contact), Poland (Zysk), Russia (AST), Spain (Debate)
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Material available: Proposal and sample chapters – Delivery: September 2021 (70-80k words)
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Strandings

Confessions of a Whale Scavenger

By Peter Riley

✦ Winner of the inaugural Profile Aitken Alexander
Non-Fiction Prize ✦
When Peter Riley was thirteen, a woman with blue hair and a comet
tattoo asked him to help load the jaw of a sperm whale into the back
of a Volvo 245. The encounter set Riley on a decades-long quest to
make sense of what happened.
Enter the secretive world of the whale scavengers. When a whale
washes up on one of Britain’s coasts, a fugitive community descends
to claim trophies from the carcass. Some are driven by magical beliefs.
Some are motivated by profit: there is a black market for everything
from ambergris to whaletooth sex toys. But for others, the need goes much deeper.
Join Riley on a tour of a stranded kingdom’s weird outer reaches, where nothing is as it seems. Meet witches,
pedlars, fetishists, conspiracy theorists and fallen aristocrats. And prepare for a final revelation, as the
mystery of the comet woman tangles with the enigmatic symbol of Leviathan itself, beached on Britain’s
fatal shore.
PETER RILEY has been investigating stranded cetaceans and their afterlives since his teens. He lectures
in American literature at Durham University, with a special interest, inevitably, in Herman Melville. His
proposal for STRANDINGS was the winner of the first Profile Aitken Alexander Nonfiction Prize (2019).
UK publication date: Profile – 24th February 2022
Praise for Strandings:
‘With wit and a whale-lover’s passion, Riley explores the cultural and emotional bonds that form between
humans and our sea-dwelling, mammalian cousins — both alive and dead. Strandings is at once incisive and
funny, personal and historical, gripping and moving.’ – Merlin Sheldrake, biologist and bestselling author
of Entangled Life
‘Strandings is a tremendously enjoyable book, a gleefully peculiar mixture of grief and gore populated by a
shadowy cast of oddballs, the only certainty the dead whales at its heart.’ – Jessie Greengrass, author of
Sight and The High House
Rights sales for Strandings: UK and Translation (Profile) – Translation Rights handled by Aitken
Alexander
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Material available: Edited Manuscript (50k words)
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Ethel Rosenberg
An American Tragedy

by Anne Sebba

The tragic story of Ethel Rosenberg, the first woman in
America to be sent to her death for a crime other than murder
Ethel Rosenberg’s story is America’s Dreyfus Affair: a catastrophic
failure of humanity and justice that continues to haunt the national
conscience, and is still being played out with different actors in the
lead roles today.
On 19 June 1953 Rosenberg became the first woman to be executed
by the US government in almost a century, and the only woman in
the US to be executed for a crime other than murder. She was thirtyseven years old and the mother of two small children. Her case
resonates more than ever today at a time of world tension and conspiracy rumours focused on a resurgent
Soviet Union.
Any battle to seek forgiveness for a convicted communist spy would, today, at a time when the Cold War
seems all too resonant, stand little chance of success. But the story of Ethel and Julius Rosenberg refuses
to die; this is an important moment to recount not simply what FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover called the
‘trial of the century’, but also a timeless human story of a supportive wife, loving mother and idealist who
had her life barbarically cut short for a crime she almost certainly did not commit. Ethel’s story lays bare a
nation once again deeply divided and unable to live at peace with itself.
ANNE SEBBA is one of Britain’s most distinguished biographers. Formerly a Reuters correspondent based
in London and Rome, she has written ten works of non-fiction, mostly about iconic women, and presented
BBC radio documentaries. She is the author of the international bestsellers That Woman, an acclaimed
biography of Wallis Simpson, Duchess of Windsor, and Les Parisiennes. She lives in Richmond, Surrey.
UK publication date: Weidenfeld & Nicolson – 24th June 2021
Praise for Ethel Rosenberg:
‘A compelling story of love, betrayal, misplaced idealism, and brutal and legal political manoeuvring.’
– Economist
‘Sebba gets her readers under the skin of both Ethel and her era so effectively that this shameful saga had
me alternately close to tears and boiling with rage.’ – Daily Telegraph
‘In Anne Sebba, Ethel Rosenberg has found the ideal biographer, sympathetic without being blind to her
faults and a sure understanding of the period [...] Her portrayal is compelling. In particular, it is impossible
to read her account of Ethel’s last days without being moved.’ – Literary Review
Rights sales for Ethel Rosenberg: UK (Weidenfeld & Nicolson), US (St. Martin’s Press); Film/TV
rights: Michael Edelstein for Miramax TV
Rights sales for previous title, Les Parisiennes: UK (Weidenfeld & Nicolson), US (St Martin’s Press),
China (SDX), Czech (Bourdon), France (Vuibert); Film/TV rights: 55 Films Ltd
Agent: Clare Alexander
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The Matter of Everything

Twelve Experiments that Changed our World

by Suzie Sheehy

Towards the end of the 19th century, people thought physics was done.
They knew stuff was made of atoms, and everything interacted
through the forces of gravity and electromagnetism and all the rest was
details. But little did they know. As the new century dawned a small
number of curious physicists started to probe deeper, to look beyond
the atom. Particle physics was born and the world would never be the
same again.
In The Matter Of Everything, accelerator physicist Suzie Sheehy tells the
story of particle physics through its foundational experiments.
Beginning with the discovery of the electron, via radiation and
Einstein, and all the way through to the Large Hadron Collider, we
uncover the breakthroughs that led to our understanding of matter. But this is not just stories from the
theoretical realm because what is really extraordinary is that these leaps in our understanding of the world
on the smallest scale have led to tangible things in our everyday one. From the television to the iPhone, the
MRI scanner to the internet, the impact of particle physics is far and wide.
In seeing the human side of the breakthroughs, Sheehy pulls physics out of the laboratory and puts it into
the hands of people. Because more than anything this book is a celebration of human ingenuity, creativity
and curiosity; a powerful reminder that progress relies on the desire to know.
DR SUZIE SHEEHY is a physicist, academic and science communicator who divides her time between
her research groups at the University of Oxford where she is a Royal Society University Research Fellow,
and the University of Melbourne where she is Senior Lecturer. Her research focuses on developing new
particle accelerators for future applications in areas such as medicine and energy. An award-winning public
speaker, presenter and science communicator, Suzie has delivered professional lectures and keynote
presentations, written and delivered live shows to tens of thousands of students, is an expert TV presenter
of Impossible Engineering for Discovery Channel and in 2018 delivered her first TED talk as part of TEDx
Sydney, which has received over 1.9M views.
UK publication date: Bloomsbury – 28th April 2022
Rights sales for The Matter of Everything: UK (Bloomsbury), US (Knopf), China (China South Booky
Culture Media), Italy (Bollati Boringhieri), Korea (Kachi), Netherlands (Thomas Rap), Poland (Zysk),
Portugal (Temas e Debates), Romania (Lifestyle), Russia (Exmo). Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori.
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Material available: Copy-edited Manuscript (100k words); Final Manuscript due in October
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The Amur River

Between Russia and China

by Colin Thubron

The Amur River is almost unknown. Yet it is the tenth longest river
in the world, rising in the Mongolian mountains and flowing
through Siberia to the Pacific. For 1,100 miles it forms the tense
border between Russia and China. Simmering with the memory of
land-grabs and unequal treaties, this is the most densely fortified
frontier on earth.
In his eightieth year, Colin Thubron takes a dramatic journey from
the Amur’s secret source to its giant mouth, covering almost 3,000
miles. Harassed by injury and by arrest from the local police, he
makes his way along both the Russian and Chinese shores, starting
out by Mongolian horse, then hitchhiking, sailing on poacher’s
sloops or travelling the Trans-Siberian Express. Having revived his Russian and Mandarin, he talks to
everyone he meets, from Chinese traders to Russian fishermen, from monks to indigenous peoples. By the
time he reaches the river’s desolate end, where Russia’s nineteenth-century imperial dream petered out, a
whole, pivotal world has come alive.
The Amur River is a shining masterpiece by the acknowledged laureate of travel writing, an urgent lesson in
history and the culmination of an astonishing career.
COLIN THUBRON is an acclaimed travel writer and novelist. His first books were about the Middle East
– Damascus, Lebanon and Cyprus. In 1982 he travelled by car into the Soviet Union, a journey he described
in Among the Russians. From these early experiences developed his classic travel books: Behind the
Wall (winner of the Hawthornden Prize and the Thomas Cook Travel Award), The Lost Heart of Asia, In
Siberia (Prix Bouvier), Shadow of the Silk Road and To a Mountain in Tibet.
Among other honours, Colin Thubron has received the Ness award of the Royal Geographical Society and
the Livingstone Memorial Medal of the Royal Society for Asian Affairs. In 2007 he was made CBE. He was
elected President of the Royal Society of Literature from 2010 to 2017, and named an RSL Companion of
Literature in 2020.
UK publication date: Chatto & Windus – 16th September 2021
Praise for The Amur River:
‘Breath-taking... Thubron’s powers of observation and his dogged determination to complete this arduous
journey—despite numerous injuries and a police interrogation — make this a top-notch travelogue.’
– Publishers Weekly, starred review
‘Enthralling… A captivating portrait of a remote region of the world… evoking with beautiful detail and
compassion its rich history and culture.’ – Kirkus, starred review
‘Thubron on top form. Richly detailed, immaculately written and full of insights and encounters that bring
a complex corner of the world to life.’ – Michael Palin
Rights sales for The Amur River: UK (Chatto), US (HarperCollins), Bulgaria (Vakon), China (Gingko),
Italy (Ponte alle Grazie), Poland (Czarne), Romania (Polirom), Taiwan (Marco Polo). Japanese co-agent:
The English Agency.
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Seeing is Believing

How the Models in Our Heads Control
Our Thoughts, Actions and Feelings

by Daniel Yon

For many years, neuroscientists and psychologists have been seduced
by the idea that the virtues and vices of our minds can be best explained
by thinking of the brain as split into two: one half a slow and rational
computing machine that crunches through data to find right answers,
the other a quick-and-dirty bag of tricks ruled by bias, heuristic and
instinct. Success or failure depends on which side of our two-faced
psychology wins out. This idea has captured the imaginations of
scientists and the public alike, but some of the latest developments in
cognitive science are beginning to reveal a very different picture.
This new view casts the brain as a skull-bound scientist trying to make sense of the world from the data it
can sample. Rather than different halves of the brain doing different things, results from neuroscience and
experimental psychology show that our minds and brains are concerned with making models of our external
worlds, and using these models to make predictions about the present. The starting point for these models
might be our senses (the bottom-up inputs) but what we see, hear, smell, taste and feel is made ambiguous
by the interference thrown up by our environments. Our only hope of inferring what’s going on around us
is to combine the inherently noisy data with hypothesis and conjecture about what’s likely to be true (topdown expectations). The implications of this are profound. While it might seem that we are in direct contact
with the signals landing on our senses, the predictive sculpting that occurs throughout the brain means our
conscious experience reflects an interplay of what we see and what we believe. But it doesn’t stop there –
the models we build might be positively reinforced over time, and we then carry those models with us as
we move through the world so that they come to dictate how we relate to others, make value judgements,
and even how we communicate.
In Seeing is Believing, neuroscientist Daniel Yon introduces us to the predictive brain, showing how a
combination of bottom-up inputs and top-down hypotheses help us to create the mental models we need
to navigate our uncertain worlds. He demonstrates that our sensory contact with the world is indirect at
best, and shows why to the brain all language is cliché. We learn that all minds distort reality to some extent,
and think about what that might mean for how we view mental illness, and we see that while we choose
the things we prefer, we also come to prefer things simply because we have chosen them – that, counter to
the norms of economic judgement, the choice we make determines what we want. We find the way our
brains’ predict the consequences of our actions leads us to experience surprising illusions of control – the
sense that we can influence things in the outside world that are completely uncontrollable, and that we
appraise others through a model trained on ourselves, explaining why social interaction is smoother with
people whose brains and bodies behave like we do. And we discover the neurochemicals that control how
much we cling onto old expectations, or attend to new evidence from the outside world. Emerging science
shows that we’re not far off being able to manipulate them – the question is, will we want to?
DANIEL YON is an experimental psychologist at the University of Birkbeck, where he studies how our
brains build models of ourselves and the world around us, and how those models shape our perceptions,
actions and decisions. He has written on these subjects for Aeon and Psyche, and has been published in a
number of his field’s leading journals.
Rights sales for Seeing is Believing: UK (Cornerstone/PRH), US (on submission), Netherlands (Atlas
Contact), Spain (under offer); Japanese co-agent: The English Agency.
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Material available: Proposal – Delivery: 18 months from contract (70-80k words)
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